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By Carol Bartholdi

Mary Spottswood Pou of Washing-
ton, D.C., arrived in Houston Thursday,
with a confirmed reservation at 'the Shera-
ton Inn. She was unable to wrest even a
broom closet from the hotel that night
however, and was not the only person
whose plans were upset.

Thousands of women, and somewhat
fewer men, descended on mid-town Hous-
ton on Thursday and Friday to attend the
International Womeri's Conference. Ap-
proximately 1,500 members of the media
were among those arriving. Despite rumors
of impending confrontations between pro-
ERA and anti-ERA groups, the biggest
news has been the problem trying to pro-
cure a hotel room.

People waited for six hours for a
room at the Sheraton on Friday, and lines
four persons wide looped around the lobby
of the Hyatt Regency, blocking doors and
fencing in mounds of luggage.

Horror stories abounded. Six mem-
bers of the District of Columbia delegation
said they were denied rooms at the Shera-
ton-Houston Thursday night, despite the
fact that they held confirmed reservations.
According to the women, hotel officials
informed them that members of the Na-
tional Building Materials Association had
extended their convention one more day
and were still occupying the women's
rooms.

Sheraton officials sent the women
to another hotel, the Mitchell Inn-ap-
proximately 14 miles from downtown. Ac-
cording to the women, the hotel was "in
terrible condition." The women drove'
around the city until early Friday morning,
finally finding rooms at the Holiday
Inn Downtown .
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A reporter from the New Women's
Times of Rochester, N.Y., told Break-
through that a woman from Minnesota had
said her delegation arrived at the Hyatt
Regency at 3 a.m. on Friday and waited
until 8 a.m. to be given their rooms. While
talking with employees of the hotel, they
learned that a "Mr. Smith" had called the
hotel last week and cancelled the reserva-
tions for the entire Minnesota delegation.

Black activist FIo Kennedy had re-
served a room at the Whitehall Hotel for
Thursday night. She arrived at 4 a.m. and
had to sleep on the floor of the lobby
there.

One of the worst stories concerned
the New York delegation. The chairperson
and vice-chairperson arrived on Tuesday
in order to smooth out any problems for
the 88 women scheduled to arrive on
Thursday night. When the group did arrive
at 12 :40 a.m. on Friday, however, they
were met at the airport by the two officers
who told them they could not be housed
in either the Sheraton or the Hyatt because
a convention had stayed on. an extra day.

According to New York delegate
Sally Martin Fisher, the women finally
found rooms at the Astro Village hotel at
2 a.m. They had to pay for the rooms with
their own money. They doubled up, sleep-
ing three to a room. According to Fisher,
they were told by managers of the hotel
that the charge was $15 per person, which
was referred to as the standard convention

It was difficult to discern the real
reasons for the confusion in housing. There
were rumors that a right-wing group that
opposed the convention had conspired to
disrupt the conference by reserving rooms
early in the week and then refusing to va-

cate them on Thursday. Others said that
the hotels had overbooked, and others
blamed it on poor management by the
hotels or by the IWY housing organizers.

The explanations offered by the
management of the Sheraton and the Hyatt

.Regency differed.
The Hyatt Regency blamed the con-

gestion on "human error," saying they had
accepted too many reservations on Thurs-
day. They said that there were fewer than
iOOrooms affected by this mistake. JoAnn
Crapito, manager of public relations for
the Hyatt Regency, said the number of
reservations had been miscalculated on
Thursday. However, when two- and three-
hour lines still were filling the lobby on
Friday evening, no one was available to
explain the problem.

Crapito said that the hotel had tried
to reach all persons at the airport whose
reservations had been cancelled. She said
the Hyatt "would always pay for another
hotel" if they had to find one for someone.

Don Gaffney, manager of the Shera-
ton, said that there were many persons
who had not checked out of their rooms
on Friday after 1 p.m., although he would
not give a definite number. "There is no
way I can evict them," he said. "We've
tried to reach them and intimidate them.
However, we have no legal right to make
them leave their rooms."

Both Gaffney and Crapito said this
kind of confusion does happen between
conventions sometimes. However, many
delegates waiting in the lines disagreed.
One woman said she has attended "at least'
a hundred" national conventions and had
never run into such housing problems
before. ,

It is unfortunate for Houston that
some people are blaming the problems on
this city.

Author Kate Millett, speaking at the
ERA benefit, said that the housing situa-
tion was a disgrace and that if it were a
men's convention, such chaos would not
have been allowed to take place,

New Yorkers seemed to be particu-
larly angry. Sue Cohen, vice-chair of the
New York delegation, said, "A lot of us
are saying 'Why Houston?' and then say-
ing 'It will never be Houston again.' It
wouldn't happen anywhere else."

And Sally Martin Fisher said "People
complain about New York's lack of hospi-
tality, but it's nothing compared to this.
It's been a lot worse here so far."

The anger of some of the New York
delegation was due. to the long wait that
many of them had. At 9 :30 a.m. on Fri-
day, they signed in at the Hyatt Regency,
and at 3 p.m. they returned to stand in
line for a room number and a key. At 8
p.m., some of the New York delegates
were still waiting.

While some persons placed blame on
the situation in Houston, others waiting
in the Hyatt, blamed it on the hotel.
Seventy-eight delegates, alternates and ob-
servers from Massachusetts had been wait-
ing for five hours at press time, and were
still sitting on the floor of the Hyatt lobby
waiting for their rooms. They vented their
frustration by singing "I'm tired and I want
to go home."

One of the Massachusetts delegates
suggested they boycott the Hyatt Re-
gencies throughout the nation. A New
York delegate said she liked the idea and
was going back to her caucus to suggest
that they do the same.
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Viewpoint
Those opponents of the National Women's Conference who try to label

the whole 2,OOO-memberdelegation as "lesbians and abortionists" are
betray-ing their own inability to read and grasp facts. Starting with first lady
Rosalynn Carter and former first lady Betty Ford, the conference is drawing
some of the most distinguished women in America. It is being attended by
representatives of almost every national women's organization, from the
Junior League to the Coalition of Labor Union Women, the Campfire Girls
and Girl Scouts to the American Association of University Women, the
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Viewpoint
Those opponents of the National Women's Conference who try to label

the whole 2,000-member delegation as "lesbians and abortionists" are
betraying their owninability to'read and grasp facts. Starting with first lady
Rosalynn Carter and former first lady Betty Ford, the conference is drawing
some of the most distinguished Women in America. It is being attended by
representatives of almost every national women's organization, from the
Junior League to the Coalition of Labor Union Women, the Campfire Girls
and Girl Scouts to the American Association of University Women, the
YWCA to the National Counci[of'Catholic Women, B'nai Brith, Right-to-Life
and Stop ERA.,

It is true that not every state 'delegation was democratically chosen.
Many Alabama and Mississippi women are protesting that because of right-
wing takeover, their delegations do not represent the wide range of the
women living in their states. Mississippi's delegation is all white, including
five men, in a selection reportedly influenced by the Ku Klux Klan. But
larger states like New York, Pennsylvania, California and Texas made a
special effort to select delegates from a deep cross section of the people.
The delegates are diverse in income, race, religion, age and work. Home-
makers, farmers, college students, waitresses, city councilwomen, scientists,
migrant workers, teachers and doctors. Some 130,000 American women
attended the state conventions to elect the delegations coming to Houston
this week.

Many critics will try to laugh off this serious effort by American women
to seek personal, marital, economic and professional justice under the
Constitution. Delegates will discuss federal and state laws on marital
..property, inheritance and domestic relations "on the principle that marriage
is a partnershipin which the contribution of each spouse is of equal impor-
tance and value ... Alimony, child support and property arrangements at
divorce should be such that minor children's needs are first to he met and
spouses share the economic dislocation of divorce."

No action at the conference can thrust on any American-man or
woman=an unwanted change of lifestyle, career, marital status. The effort
is to shape laws that give women a fair and even break-giving legal recog-
nition that a wife should have an equal say-so with her husband in handling
the couple's accumulated estate, give legal recognition that a woman doing
the same work as a man should receive equal pay, give legal recognition that
a woman is an American citizen due all the protections the Constitution
guarantees to all-but which so far seem to have been given in greater share
to men.

"

(c) 1977 The Houston POST
Reprinted by permission.

Cover photo by Michelle Campbell features three outstanding Houston ahtletes who ran with hundreds Of people Friday
in the last mile of the torch relay. They are left to right, Sylvia Ortiz, Peggy Kokernot and Michele Cearcy.
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"T8 ....AR N'T
PRAYER MEETINGS THEY ·HOLD

ON SUNDAY.
HOSE ARE PRECINCT MEETINGS. "

says Jo,e Neal, the only Block in the Nevada Senate
_.

l:JyKay Mills

Reprinted as it appeared on September 14,
1977, by .permission of the Newhouse
News Service.

'f-,

The women's movement/has' dis-
covered a new enemy-the MormonChurch
-because the church has found a new evil-
the Equal Rights Amendment.

Officially, the Mormon Church op-
poses the amendment because it feels it
will weaken the family, a basic element of
its faith.

But Ezra Taft Benson, probably the
best-known Mormon nationally and next in
line to head the church, acknowledged he
felt the amendment would "weaken men."
Men are dominant, he said, because "some-
one must be in charge and take leadership."

Another church official said the
question has nothing to do with male
supremacy.

"We simply think the family garden
.is the best place to grow happy humans,
and that garden is already in trouble," said
Neal Maxwell, a member of the Presidency
of the First Quorum of Seventy.

Mormons started dra wing intense
feminist flak when they turned out by the
thousands at several state meetings held
this summer as follow-ups to International
Women's Year (IWY) and helped- defeat
Equal Rights Amendment resolutions.
Leaders in the women's movement fear

Utah, where Mormons comprise more than
70 per cent of the population. The amend-
ment lost.

This summer Mormon women, often
directed by men with walkie-talkies, came
to sessions in Utah, Washington, Montana
and Hawaii.

In Utah, where 3,000 to 5,000 wom-
en were expected, nearly 14,000 showed
'up and voted down most key International
Women's Year, resolutions, including the
Equal Rights Amendment, Sex',education,
state or federal funds for abortions and
additional federal money for more confer-
ences.Congress has appropriated '$5
million for these meetings. '

In Ellensburg (Washington), 2,300
women pre-registered; 2,000 more, many
'of them Mormons, turned up to vote down
endorsement of the ERA and officially ig-
nore abortion, day care and gay rights
resolutiorts.

The turnouts surprised planners of
the state meetings and enraged feminist
leaders. . ,',t .. , ,

Previously, the principal religious foe
of feminists was the Roman Catholic
Church. The issue was and is abortion. But
it was the newly-surfaced Mormon opposi-
tion which ignited the fiercest passions at
the recent. National Women's Political Cau-
cus convention in San Jose.

"f <if) nf)t think WP. should allow Salt

his trip to Florida.i Maxwell said, "Yes, be-
cause I did some church work as well while
I was there."

Benson, agriculture secretary under
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, explained
Mormons believe the first obligation of a
woman with children "is in the home with
her family. We encourage them to broaden
themselves but not to neglect home and
family. " "

"I have yet to be shown one legiti-
mate argument that the ERA will weaken
the family," Christine Durham, a Salt Lake
City attorney an-d pro-ERA Mormon, said.
The amendment symbolizes attempts to
encourage women to share economic
responsibility with men and to allow men
to spend more time with their children,
she says.

Durham, mother, of four children and
an active church worker whose husband is
a great-great-grandson of Brigham Young,
Mormon.founder, thinks the ERA will slow
down movement of many young people
away from 'marriage and children.

With 2.3 million members in the _
.United States, Mormon clout stems not "Hawaii elected a 63 per cent M:>rmon
from size but from devotion of its mern- slate despite the federal guidelines for
bers. "?ur church is so .organized that ethnic balance and despite the fact that
eve~ythmg mov~s ~~ry. qUIckly, down the the state's Mormon population is only
cham of authority, said a Quincy, Grant 3.2 per cent. Nm-citizen women were
County, woman who attended the Ellens- b ugh . f M ed B 1
burz conference. ro t ill roma ormon-own 0 y: _

Utah IWY coordinating committee and a
Mormon ERA backer, says she received no
pressure from anyone in a leadership
position.'

Advocacy of the ERA and other lib-
eral positions cost Beth Jarman her seat in
the Utah Legislature from the conservative
Salt Lake City suburb, of North Bountiful.
Jarman said Relief Society women went
door-to-door in her district saying she was
an "evil woman."

In the election after the ERA defeat,
-her neighbors put up large signs endorsing
her opponent. After the election, she and'
her husband moved from the neighborhood
in which they had lived 11 years: "It hurt
... it took a real toll on my family," said
Jarman, now a state cabinet member as
director of community affairs.

Jarman, brought up in the church,'
said, "Just don't .underestimate them. If
they tell their members to respond, they
will respond .• They do not regard it as a
secular issue. They regard it.as a calling." ,

,.•...... '
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"We simply thin k the family garden resolutions. a great-great-grandson of Bngham Young, said, Just don t underestimate them. If
is the best place to grow happy humans, The turnouts surprised planners of Mormon founder, thinks the ERA will slow they tell their members to respond, they
and that garden is already in trouble," said the state meetings and enraged feminist down movement of many young people will respond. They do not regard it as a
Neal Maxwell, a member of the Presidency leaders. .." I away from marriage and children. secular issue. They regard it as a calling."
of the First Quorum of Seventy. Previously, the principal religious foe With 2.3 million members in the _

Mormons started drawing intense of feminists was the Roman Catholic United States, Mormon clout stems not, 'Hawaii elected a 63 per cent Monnon
feminist flak when they turned o~t by the Church. The issue was and is abortion. B~t from size but from ~evotion of. its mem- slate, despite the federal guidelines for
thousands at several state meetings .held it was the newly-surfaced Mormon OPPOSI- bers. "Our church IS so organized that etlmic balance and despite the fact that
this summer as follow-ups to International tion which ignited the fiercest passions at everything moves very quickly down the th state's Monnon population is only
Women's Year (IWY) and helped defeat the recent National Women's Political Cau- chain of authority," said a Quincy, Grant 3 ~ t N"> T
Equal Rights Amendment resolutions. cus convention in San Jose. County, woman who attended the Ellens- . per ~n . n-cmzen women were
Leaders in the women's movement fear "I do not think we should allow Salt burg conference. brought ill from a Mormon-ownedPoly-
conservative elements will turn the national Lake City, where the church leaders histor- In Utah, for example, the IWY plan- nesian cultural center "
meeting in November into a media event of ically over-married, or Rome, where the ners asked Barbara Smith, head of the .••·------------------
"women against women." head of the church never marries, to delin- church's women's organization, the Relief "They are doing everything to offset

. The amendment would encourage eate what the American family is," thun- Society, to invite Mormon women to the the onslaught of the women's movement-.
women to go to work, M;ax.wellsaid. . dered Liz Carpenter, co-chair of conference. So the church sent a letter which they think is ERA-but the move-

"It will create a suction th~t will pull ERAmerica, the coalition pushing for over Benson's signature to its wards-or mends going on."
people out of the home at a time when ratification. parishes-suggesting each send at least 10 Benson, Maxwell, the Mormon Relief
they are most needed as mother and wife, women and urge them to invite their .Society president Barbara Smith and a
scramble the aspirations of 0.ur ?aughters . friends. Mormon public relations official, Wendell
and create a generational gravitational pull" In Utah, a resolution actually 'reached But Smith admits now the Relief Ashton all insist the church simply thinks
-frorn the home," he said. "the floor calling for the repeal of worn- Society "didn't give specific directions and the am;ndment is too broad. "There are a

A pro-amendment group known as en's right to vote. Also a resolution was. so created a vacuum into which various lot of laws already on the books but we
Mormons for the Equal R,~ghtsAmendI?~nt passed to dissolve.the IWYaltogether. .. J' conservatives stepped to advise on- voting don't enforce them," Smith said.
puts the matter bluntly. Much opposition and strategy." Maxwell a political scientist said the
to the amendment is rooted in resistance to Smith says she has no apologies for amendment "would create a sense of
change, and we profoundly believe many "We have a right to know whether a what happened at the IWY meeting be- security, but as court decisions come, it
societal attitudes about .m~n an~ women tax-exempt church is using its two years cause "we were invited." might create consequences they don't
are unhealthy, unrealistic and need of servitude" -young Mormons spend two Asked whether he feared Mormons want."
changing." years in missionary work-"to go out to might be used by extremists as a "front," The First Presidency of the Church

Elizabeth Chittick, head of the preach on a political issue," Carpenter told Wendell Ashton said, "Our people are of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, as the
National Women's Party and an Equal an ERA workshop. "I want to ask these counseled not to align themselves with ex- Mormons are formally known, issued a
Rights Amendment backer, says, "The young men in blue suits .Isee at these meet- treme organizations on either right or left. statement which said in part, "While the
Mormons, I believe, are frightened of any ings, 'Who paid your way?' " "Some of the extremists on the right motives of its supporters may be praise-
challenge to the man as head of the Neal Maxwell spoke againstthe ERA at the meeting said, 'We're carrying the worthy, the ERA as a blanket attempt to
household." in Florida last March. Boyd K. Packer, a mail with you on that.' But the women are help women could indeed bring them far

The church rarely ventures into poli- church elder in the second-level governing counseled against that." more restraints and repressions. We fear it
tics so publicly although it has enormous body, has spoken against the amendment Durham says she has had no trouble will even stifle many Goo-given feminine
clout. Its position was clear earlier when in Idaho and South Carolina. with her church or its members because of . instincts. It would strike at the family,
the amendment was up for ratification in Asked whether the church paid for her pro-Ek A stand. Jan Tyler, chair of the humankind's basic institution."

Quotes taken from "Countdown to Houston" by Lindsy Van Gelder, MS., November 1977.
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By Emily Miller Ladner

Addie Carroll was born in North
Carolina in the same year that the last
Federal troops were removed, from the
South, ending Reconstruction. She was a
girl in north Texas when her father took
part in the run into the Cherokee Strip;
she lived on his claim in g. dugout heated
by burning cow chips. She moved to Alvin, '
Texas with her husband and three children
in 1916 to raise oranges, and two years
later, the orange trees dead from a bitter
freeze she became a Houstonian. To-
day Addie (Carroll) Van Verth is 100
years old.

She t moves vigorously about the
home she shares with her daughter, Jessie
Van Verth. Her hearing and sight are not
as sharp as they once were, but the bright
blue eyes are clear, the voice strong and the
memory unimpaired.

She recalls family stories of the Civil
War, of how her grandfather hid his horses
deep in the swamp to save them from Yan-
kee soldiers. They tied a rope around his
neck and threatened to hang him if he did
not disclose the hiding place. 'Addie's aunt,
then a girl of about 17, went out with her
nenknif'e to cut the roue.from his.neck and

Addie Van Verth
by the recently built railroad to Waco, new house, and the dresser was the only
Texas. She still regrets that her formal edu- piece of furniture they had in it. A few
cation ended then. hours later, set on fire by sparks from the

"My schooling was rather poor, and chimney, the dugout and everything they
that was the greatest disappointment of had, was burned, except for her mother's
my whole life-that I didn't get an educa- trunk-and that dresser.
tion." Her vocabulary and grammar, how- Young Addie Carroll married, Al Van
ever, prove that education is not confined Verth, who came to Oklahoma from West
to schoolrooms. Virginia by way of Kansas; he bought a

The Carroll family stayed in Waco claim and built a house, and they settled
only a short time. Then, driven by a deva- down to farm and and raise a family. The
stating series of droughts that destroyed rest of Van Verth's life story is one of
the crops, they moved by covered wagon droughts and floods, fires and freezes,
first, to Wichita County and then to Greer depressions and business fallures, with an
County on the Oklahoma border" and occasional stroke of good fortune that
finally into the Cherokee Strip, where they rewarded the hard work, kept the family
homesteaded near the new town of Enid. together and educated the children.
Building materials were scarce, so to shelter At one time, to payoff a debt on
his family her father dug two rooms into their farm, Van Verth ran a boarding house
a hillside; he was able to get shingles to in a school town. "I had 25 to 30 boarders,
roof one, but he had to use a tent to cover three meals a day, five days a week. What
theother. One'day'a rainstomt'came'upcv' do you suppose ,I got for a week's board?

"It rained-and it -raineds-and -it Three dollars and a half a week-but I
rained," Van Verth remembered. "Sudden- could get enough meat for a dollar to serve
ly we heard an awful splash from the kit- them a11-,"she said.
chen. The hog had got out of his pen and Asked how she felt about the many
had walked onto the tent. Water and hog moves and new starts, Van Verth said, "I
both came down into the kitchen. The hog never did care, whatever Al wanted to do
wasn't hurt-he walked through the front was all right with me; I never did fight
room and ouLthe door. And the.dirt floofco.L.".backabout any_of it. But when he wanted

,

-
To tsie Stewart

want to go into debt again.
"I maneuvered to buy that house;

1 never had undertaken anything like that
before," Van Verth said. She rented out
part of the house to help make the pay-
ments, and things were fine for a while;
then the Great Depression came, and all
her roomers lost their jobs.

"I lay awake nights, wondering how
I would make the next payment," she re-
membered. "There was an old street car
with a flat' wheel on our line, and I could
hear it coming all the way out, late at
night,with that flat wheel saying, 'I told
you so, 1told you so!' "

But the payments were made some-
how, and her son and two daughters grew
up there.

When pressed for details on the latter
part of her life, Van Verth was vague. With
her husband dead and her children grown,
life, did not .n.res~Rt the .same challenges.
Only her daughter, Jessie, remained at
home.

The younger Van Verth has, been
taking care of her mother for quite a few
years. Retired for 10 years after a 36-year
career with the light company, she is now
75. "Mama's living easier now than she ever
did~h.e.f.oLe.':"sa'lsJessie.
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ay"""""A"1IClre-(ClU1'01I}-Va-n-Vertn-ls-lUU-Lounty Ofi-tne~ORnrrrOJfi~Oer,_ anO occasIOnal stroke of good fortune tliat you so, I told you so!' ••
years old. finally into the Cherokee Strip, where th~y rewarded the hard work, k~pt the family But the payments were made some-

She moves vigorously about the ho~e~teaded ~ear the new town of Enid, together and ed~cated the children. how, and her son and two daughters grew
home she shares with her daughter, Jessie Building matenals were scarce, so to sh~lter At one time, to payoff a debt on up there.
Van Verth. Her hearing and sight are not his family her father dug two ro<?ms into their farm, Van Verth ran a boarding house When pressed for details on the latter
as sharp as they once were, but the bright a hillside; he was able to get shingles to in a school town. "I had 25 to 30 boarders, part of her life, Van Verth was-vague. With
blue eyes are clear the voice strong and the roqf one, but he had to use a tent to cover three meals a day, five days a week. What her 'husband dead and her children grown,
memory unimpaired, ' the-htiier:'One\laY-a'rainstorIif',came'up.~' do you suppose i got for a week's board? life did not .l?-res~IJ.~~hC;:,sll.mech alle nges,

She recalls family stories of the Civil "It rained-and it -rained--and -it Three dollars and= a half a week-but I Only her daughter, Jessie, remained at
War, of how her grandfather hid his horses rained," Van Verth remembered. "Sudden- could get enough meat for a dollar to serve home. '
deep in the swamp to save them from Yan- ly we heard an awful splash from the kit- them all," she said. The younger Van Verth has, been
kee soldiers. They tied a rope around his chen. The hog had got out of his pen and Asked how she felt about the many taking care of her mother for quite a few
neck and threatened to hang him if he did had walked onto the tent. Water and hog moves and new starts, Van Verth said, "I years. Retired for 10 years after a 36-year
not disclose the hiding place. 'Addie's aunt, both came down into the kitchen. The hog never did care, whatever Al wanted to do career with the light company, she is now
then a girl of about 17, went out with her wasn't hurt-he walked through the front was all right with me; I never did fight 75. "Mama's living easier now than she eyer
penknife to cut the rope from his neck and room and out the door. And the dirt floor")\." back about any of it. But when he wanted did before," says Jessie.
to dare the soldiers to try to put it back. being on a slope, the water flowed out to move to New Mexico, the children were The Van Verth family are charter
The men, impressed and amused by her after him!" of school age, and they had to be in school, members of the Second Baptist Church
spirit, laughed and desisted. While they were living in the dugout, so that was one time I balked." of Houston; on November 19 the whole

Little Addie was 12 years old when Addie told her mother that for three nights She went against his wishes one more church will celebrate Addie Van Verth's
her family left North Carolina to travel she had dreamed that they were living in a time, to buy a house in Houston; he didn't 100th birthday with a gala party.

Recor. ·I~ 1 b . ti . . II III' peac~ movemen~s, a or umo~ ac IVItIes,
election campaigns and feelings about_ our pas growing olde.r are worth re~ording. .

, The kinds of questions to ask will
By Ruthe Winegarten depend upon your relationship with the

Oral histories are a vital method of. interviewee and her sensitivity to "deli-
reclaiming and preserving the lives of ordi- cate" questions. Sample questions might
nary women who have been systematically include: How many times were you preg-
excluded from history books. Collections -nant? Did you ever hear anybody say she
of women's oral histories are currently didn't want a child? How did women feel
being compiled by the Oral History Project about having large families? What was
at the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger pregnancy like? Was your baby delivered
Library, Radcliffe, among other places. by a midwife or in a hospital? How long

You, too, can be an oral historian. did women nurse their babies? Did your
Grab your tape recorder, get good quality, mother tell you about menstruation?
90-minute tapes and corner your mother, What was a typical day like? How did
aunts, grandmothers, cousins, neighbors, women keep house when you were young?
friends and local old-timers. Once they Were boys and girls treated differently?
know you're interested, they'll spin the Outstanding oral histories of women
yarns of old memories into tapestries of include Sherna Gluck's From Parlor to
their lives-on tape. Prison, Five American Suffragists Talk

Importantareas to cover include the About Their Lives; Kathy Kahn's Hill-
family backgrounds of the interviewee's billy Women, and Nancy Seifer's Nobody
parents and grandparents; date and place of Speaks For Me, Self Portraits of American
birth; size of family; childhood; mobility; Working Class Women.
menstruation; education; courtship and Frontiers, a journal of women's stud-
marriage, lnd work inside and outside the ies, is publishing a special issue of "wom-
home. Information about birth control, en's Oral History" this month. For a copy,
abortion, illegitimacy, health, church, club send $3.25 to Frontiers, Women's Studies
and political activities, discrimination, rear- Program, Hillside Court 104, University
ing of girls, values and attitudes about the of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. 80309.

, changing roles of women .and the current You can also join the Oral History
women's movement are also significant. Association for $10 a year, for which you

The interviewee's experiences. with will receive their publication, The Oral His-
and memories of the suffrage movement, tory Review. (Address: P.O. Box 13734,
the Depression, wars, the civil rights and NTSU, Denton, Tx. 76203.)

'"
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PS.
Breakthrough's tapes of the Addie Van Verth interview are being donated to the
Oral History Project at the Elizabeth Schlesinger library at Radcliffe College.

AUDIO EXCHANGE ...THE WOMEN'S
f'-t .Zm.:

/_.~
e~ _ ,~,\~'>

Is a new way to purchase records and cassettes of
speeches and doc~entaries ..... poetry ..... play~ .....
and folk music, FOR, BY and ABOUT women, THE
WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE is part of a women-
owned and operated company organized to produce and
distribute recordings of special interest to women.

Here IS a catalog which can be used as a resource for women's studies
courses .... for public library and study group collection .... and for gifts.
Bella Abzug, Joan Baez, Angela Davis, Lorraine Hansberry, and Margaret
Mead are among those women represented in the speeches and documentary
section. Lillian Hellman, Coretta Scott King, Anais Nin, Vinie Burrows and
Shirley Jackson can be heard reading from their works and Gwendolyn Brooks,
Nikki Giovanni, Erica Jong, Lyn Lifshin, Sylvia Plath and Sonia Sanchez are but
a few of the poets included in the poetry section of the catalog.

Over 100 women's records and cassettes are available now from
THE WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE

Send for your FREE catalog
Write to:
Natalie Siohm Associates Inc.
THE WOMEN'S AUDIO EXCHANGE (Dept. H)
49 West Main Street
Cambridge, New York 12816
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Conference
Briefs

Pro-family: An abused word

At a rally at Jones Hall on Friday,
Martha Griffiths, retired U.S. representa-
tive from Michigan, criticized the anti-
abortion and Stop-ERA forces use of the
term "pro-family."

"Where are these voices in the case
of divorced women, sometimes denied real
access to the accumulations of a lifetime?"
she said. "Where are they as we struggle to
pass the amendment so that at long last,
a woman in her home in this country will
have some value." ,

GOP leader blasts IWY

Labeling IWY conferees a "gaggle of
outcasts, misfits and rejects," Harris Coun-
ty Republicans' new leader Jerry Smith
said, delegates should "get out of town."
In his acceptance speech FritYay,the Hous-
tonian said, "They shouldn't get tax dollars
to express their perverted views."

GOP woman blasts leader

Sharon Macha, interim chairperson
of the Harris County Republican Women's
Task Force said Smith's remarks (see
above) were "totally inappropriate in the
context of an acceptance speech. To attack
the convention as a whole is one thing, but
to personally attack the delegates is unbe-
lievable." Macha is also secretary of the
Texas delegation.

Boycott taking $ Toll

The ERA backers boycott on holding
f conventions in the 15 states which have yet

to ratify the constitutional change is having
great economic impact, The New York
Times reported on its front page.

An estimated loss of $15 million to
the economy of Chicago from meeting can-
cellations prompted the city's convention
bureau to urge the lllinois Legislature to
pass the ERA. Pro-ERA visitor spending is
also being missed in Miami Beach. Atlanta.

Gay Film
Dispels Myths

"

Early arrivals Thursday were treated
to a preview of the feature film, The Word
Is Out, stories of some of our lives, 'a docu-
mentary by a group of three lesbians and
three gay men. The film is "a two hour
portrait of 26 gay women and .men from a
wide variety of social and geographic back-
grounds who tell their stories with an in-
tegrity that testifies to the vastness of, as
well as the individuality within, the na-
tion's gay population," a press release by
the Mariposa film group said.

The film includes conversations on
"The Early' Years," "Growing Up ," and
"From Now, On." Speakers in the film
include Pat Bond, Sally Gearhart, Elsa
Gidlow (77-year-old poet), Harry Hay, one
of the founders of the Mattachine Society,
and Rick Stores, a current candidate for
supervisor of San Francisco. The film's
aim is to "provide positive support for gay
people to counter the effects' of anti-homo-

, PETER ADA. R

sexual myths, and to provide a greater un- The public is invited to another
derstanding and acceptance by the popu- screening of the film at 2 p.m. Sunday at
lation as a whole." Rice University Media Center.

,
•
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"not master and servant,
seroantand master. _



lievable." Macha is also secretary of the
Texas delegation.

Boycott taking $ Toll

The ERA backers boycott on holding
conventions in the 15 states which have yet
to ratify the constitutional change is' having'
great economic impact, The Ne';; York
Times reported on its front page.

An estimated loss of $15 million to
the economy of Chicago from meeting can-
cellations prompted the city's convention
bureau to urge the Illinois Legislature to
pass the ERA. Pro-ERA visitor spending is
also being missed in Miami Beach, Atlanta,
New Orleans, Las Vegas, Phoenix, St. Louis
and Kansas City.

GAYS GRANT
MEDIA ACCESS

~
At the Lesbian 'Caucus Thursday

night, the presence of the media washotly
debated. The issue was not caucus secrecy
bu t personal privacy.

The Lesberadas, the Ioeal organizers.
of the Caucus, were sensitive to the need
for some women to retain their privacy.
One organizer stated, "The very need to
have such a discussion was indicative of the
problems lesbians face daily. What other
group has to go on like this, before even
beginning.! "

The media were asked to identify
themselves. The original proposal to allow
-only feminist press was amended to include
the "straight press" when their represen-
tatives identified themselves as lesbians
and feminists. The press included an of-
ficial lWY video team, a radio broadcaster
and- a number of mainstream and feminist
pu blications,

The issue was finally decided by a
vote of trust allowing the press to do what
they needed to do to cover the issue, with-
out editorial limitation by the caucus itself.
A number of logistical plans were proposed
to insure that no one unwilling to be pho-
tographed would be. But participants were
told to take responsibility for themselves
in dealing with the photographers.

,
•

"not master and seroant,
seroant and master,
but comrades in pilgrimage:'

DENISE LEVERTOV
in the Special Issue of Mother Jones

,

A decade down the rocky road to
Liberation, the status of women has
changed, but how much? How far have
we come? And what lies ahead?

In a Special Issue on Women Today,
Mother Jones examines the realities and
the myths-and you can receive the issue
free. You'll find some of the finest women
writers in America, some of the toughest
issues facing the women's movement.

o Are women still playing the role of second
banana? In a fascinating look at women
and success, Rita Mae Brown dissects The

-.
Five Myths of Female Oppression.

o Is equal marriage an impossible dream?
Caryl Rivers offers her own assessment in
a personally optimistic chronicle of wit
and will.

o Can a feminist be a journalist? Gloria
Steinem describes her own transforma-
tion - from the event that changed her life
to the peer-group pressure designed to
stop her.

o The single most important piece of femin-
ist legislation - The ERA - is floundering.
Laura Shapiro probes what's gone WTo~'
among its backers, while Kaye Northcott
reveals one of its most powerful OpPO"
nents, the "Pink Ladies" .

o Irene Daval exposes yet another backlash
- those annual charity drives that sup-
port Boys Town (ever heard of Girls'
Town ?), sterilization and hospitals that
refuse women abortions.

With one notable exception this entire
Special Issue is by, for and about women.
The exception? Village Voice editor Ross
Wetzsteon asks the question: when, if ever,
should a man call himself a feminist?

Plus Mary Kay Brown's outrageous
cartoons. Denise Levertov's newest poetry
on womanhood, a special feminist I.Q.
test, and more ... all in Mother Jones.

And now you can receive it free!
If you like-Mother Jones, you can sub-
scribe for a full year (9 additional issues]
at the Special Introductory Rate of just'
$8.88-a 30% saving off the regular rate.
If you don't, there's no obligation - and
the Special Issue is yours to keep.

Mother Jones offers you ongoing
reporting on issues important to women,
but you'll also find a great many articles

l,. ..1

that give you insight into the corporate
arid governmental decisions that affect
the present and future of all human beings
- and some ideas about what we can do
to change things. .

But let's begin with your place in this
world as a woman. Don't miss this free
special issue-we only have a limited
number of copies, so send in the coupon
today.

Limited SuP.PJy.•Orders for this
~al issue will be sent out on a first
come, first serve basis. Later orders will
get the current issue of Mother Jones-
~ of course. Reserve your copy now!

r----------------------,
I I

i FREE ISSUE!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II Name _

I
I
: Address _

I
I
I City _
I
I
I
I 5",
I
: 1'\1,,:, Jones: 1255 Port I"
I c,,' ado 80~0'
L _

T

Yes, send me a FREE copy of Mother
Jones. If I like it I pay just $8.88-a 30%
saving - for a full year, 9 more issues. If I
decide not to subscribe for any reason, I'll just
mark "cancel" on the bill and that s it - no
further obligation.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Strong
for ERA

By Sue Kaufman

"An unprecedented display of unity
for the Equal Rights Amendment!" That's
what Piilani C. Desha, president of the
National Federation of Business, and Pro-
fessional Women's Clubs, Inc. called the
meeting of heads of six powerfulorganiza-
tions representing women in the United
States.

At a news conference held here to-
day she also said, "Here before you are
leaders of six of the most powerful organi-
zations in this country. Our combined
memberships number in the millions."

Present at the gathering were Dr.
Marjorie Chambers, president of the Ameri-
can Association of University Women, and
Ruth Clusen, president of the League of
Women Voters. NOW was represented -6y
its president, Eleanor Smeal,' and the Na-
tional Women's Political Caucus by Mil-
dred Jeffrey, its president, who is also
an IWY commissioner. John Ryan, presi-
dent of the National Education Associa-
tion, spoke for its predominantly female
membership.

The session began with a statement
by retired U.S. representative from Michi-
gan Martha Griffiths, the prime mover in
getting ERA out of years of Congressional
snarls. Griffiths is an attorney who reti,red
from the House in 1975 after 20 years
of service.

,I~ a brier appearance at the meeting

on her way to catch a plane, she said that
for 200 years women have supported put-
ting women into the Constitution. "May
I remind you of Abigail Adams, who wrote
in a letter to her husband, 'do not forget
the ladies.' Well, they forgot the ladies."

Griffiths said that when the 14th and
15th amendments were ratified, women ex-
pected to be included in them but were
not. "Why did we have a 15th amendment
that said all people could vote and then
you have to have a 19th amendment which
said that women could vote?"

After being on the minds of women
for more than 200 years, Griffiths noted
the time has now come for the Equal
Rights Amendment. "Five years and nine
months of ratification time have passed.
There are just 15 months left for women to
make themselves human."

When she was asked if she minded
changing the rules-referring to the move
to exte'hd the ERA ratification time dead-
line-Griffiths said that she did not. "Why,
I've been voting a change of rules and I'm
most willing to change rules that treat
women as second-class citizens!"

In answer to a comment that anti-
ERA forces are pro-family, Griffiths re-
butted: "They are anti-family! I have sat
on legislative bodies for 25 years and I've
never seen one of these people testifying
on anything for the family."

Clusen, Chambers and Smeal all tes-
tified to the fact that "money counts" in
the struggle to pass the ERA. According to
Smeal, Chicago has already lost more than
$15 million in convention business,' with
Miami and St. Louis also suffering substan-
tiallosses due to convention cancellations.

The panel of presidents urged. all
organizations to cancel convention activi-
ties in states where the ERA has not
been ratified.
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from the House in 1975 after 20 years
of service.

.In a brief appearance at the meeting

organizations to cancel convention activi-
ties in states where the ERA has not
been ratified .

..

ARTtours Inc.

CONDUCTED BUS TOURS OF HOUSTON GALLERIES
AND MUSEUMS

Saturday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

Monday,

November 19,
November 19,
November 19,

November 20,

10 a.m. - 1 p.m $15.00 per person
2 p.rn. - 5 p.m $15.00 per person
2 p.m. - 5 p.rn $15.00 per person

10 a.m. - 1 p.m $20.00 per person
{inctudes tuncneonl
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a second glance.
At first glance, you might think an Avis Yearling is a new
car. But it's a young used car, a year old or so. Maintained
under Avis' Car Care Program and Quality Assurance In-
spection as a Rent A Car. And we've even added a limited
powertrain warranty. So remember: a Yearling is a used
car-kept young by Avis Car Care Maintenance.

'TOU
FABULOUS
HOUSTON ...
The easy way! "

7~~S!!!~~TOU~~WOriCSanJacinto
2 Houston and Astrodome Battleground, Port ofHouston
3 NASA-LBJ Space Center 6 Evening Shopping Tour
4 Galveston Isle 7 Evening Escapade-

Night life tour of Houston

coritact your Hotel Bell Captain
for' tickets and reservations
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Supporters of lesbian rights met O'Leary said that she suspects that
Thursday to attempt to insure that their right-wing forces, if the state conventions
issues-which were not even considered in are any indicator, will try to bog down the
Mexico City in 1975- will be heard at the session in parliamentary details.
Houston IWY meeting. In that case, she said, the lesbian

In a lively meeting at the Metropoli-. forces will attempt to amend issues at the
tan Community Church, the Lesbian Cau- top of the alphabetical list to include its
cus mapped strategy for attempting to gain resolutions.
support for the passage of their sexual pref- A followup strategy session at the
erence plank and to insure visibility. church on Friday was disrupted when,

"Right wing elements have singled according to police, "a neighbor com-
out lesbians (and NOW) as the forces 'con- plained " about cars parked on the wrong
trolling the IWY' Conference- an incred- ' side of the street. The church also received'
ible proposition, given the effort it has a false bomb threatjaccording to its pastor.
taken to even get it included on the At that session, the caucus, after

, agenda," It's Time reported this month. much discussion, decided not to have a
Because the planks will be voted on rumor control person or mediator-negotia-:

in alphabetical order, sexual preference will tor from the U.S. Department of Justice
be one of the last issues to reactt the floor, unless women living in and knowing Hous-
if it gets there at all, according to the Na- ton thought they needed one.
tional Gay Task force's Jean O'Leary and Lesbian rights and issues at the IWY
Charlotte Bunch, who presented the plan were first brought up under President Car-
of action for the conference. ter's administration by O'Leary, co-execu-

Therefore, they said, the lesbian tive director of the National Gay Task
.caucus' strategy is to "Keep the Agenda Force and an IWY national commissioner,
Moving- Let Every Issue Get Heard." when she suggested lesbian rights be in-

"It is especially important that our eluded in topics at state convenTIons.
visibility and our issues be an integral part' "Sexual or affectional preference"
of this conference," said O'Leary. "In was recommended for discussion in a gen-
this way, we hope to continue to make eral resolution encouraging states to con-
positive, educational inroads into pub- sider a broader range of issues than origi-
lie opinion beyond what we accomplish nally explored by the commission.
at this conference: to eliminate myths and Lesbianism as a feminist issue was
stereotypes: to point out exactly what sort thereby legitimized. The lesbian position
of discrimination lesbians face in society; that no woman is free until all women are
to discuss ways to obtain protective legi- free; that the right to choose another
slation; and to discuss ways to get rid of woman is an extension of the right to con-
discriminatory laws already on the books." trol one's body .

LESBIANS MAP CONFERENCE" "STRATE(';Y
By Deborah Diamond Hicks

At state conventions, lesbians and
feminists emphasized the four aspects of
the issue: 1) passage of legislation to
eliminate discrimination on the basis of
sexual and affectional preference in order
to insure gay- civil rights; 2) reform of state
penal codes and laws that restrict private
sexual behavior between consenting adults;
3) passage of laws making the considera-
tion ,of sexual preference extraneous ill
determining child custody and visit '<....11

rights; 4) improving lesbian image and visi-
bility in the media.

The first three Were embodied in

the sexual prefe :e plank of the final
national plan, h ruse 30 states thought
these recornmenc, .ions important enough
to add to the original recommendations.
The fourth is implied in the "media"
plank recommending an end to sexual'
stereotyping in the media.

In six other states, minority reports
were filed. Only four states passed anti-
gay resolutions. It is estimated that lesbians
constitute 10 per cent of the population
in the United States and also 10 per cent
of the delegations.

--
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at this conference: to eliminate myths and Lesbianism as a feminist issue was
stereotypes; to point out exactly what sort thereby legitimized. The lesbian position
of discrimination lesbians face in society; that no woman is free until all women are
to discuss ways to obtain protective legi- free; that the right to choose another
slation; and to discuss ways to get rid of woman is an extension of the right to con-
discriminatory laws already on the books." trol one's body.
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A CELEBRATION

During the week of the National
Women's, Conference Channel 8 will

be featuring programs about
women-and women's issues.

"To 8e A Man"
"Me and Stella"
"Union,Maids"

"Georgia 0' Keeffe"

Channel oto-9B8

The Susan B. Anthony Gavel. Given to
the driving force who helped create th~ first
International Council of Women in :1888, it

~Ij'i~~~r~h:s e:~~ ~~~kCt~:s:!:~r;~~ ~ut
';If the kitchen and onto the streets.

Iii; Now you can honor that
l§tirit with this handsome reproduc-
!Ion of Ms. Anthony's original, .
Ibw in the Smithsonian Institution.

"';'",,/f/}' Carefully crafted by Stieff in
FO§e\Wbod,sterling and an ecologically accept-
able substitute for the original ivory, the

. inscribed faces mark the occasion and
admonish the-user to note that «Order is
Heaven's first Law." And the
wide sterling band, marked
with both-the Smithsonian
and Stieff hallmarks, is per-
fect for engraving.

gift ho;;~~lJ~:~.
The Susan B. Anthony Gavel

Part of the Smithsonian Series by Stieff.
Available at

Foley's Department Store Regal Touch
All Stores . 458 Greenspoints Mall

Corrigan Jewelers
All Stores

The 5tieff Company, 800 Wyman Park Drive, Baltimore. Maryland 21211.

,
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According to the FBI Uniform
Crime Reports, well over one

million women nationwide are
battered.

But it is a rare occasion when
the husband is arrested as a result of

a wife's call for help. For example, there
were no arrests made in connection with

the 25 attacks reported in Columbia in
January 1976, an alarming fact in light

of FBI reports which indicate a very
high correlation between the murder

of a wife by her husband and the wife's
previous requests for help. Of the 1,285

wives killed by their husbands in the U.S.
in 1974, most had requested police aid

at least once prior to the fatal attack.
Police attitudes vary from town to

town, but there seems to be a lack of concern, generally,
and an unwillingness to take the situation seriously. In

Columbia, I was told by the police captain that he likes
to train his officers to be "counselors" in answering a

violent domestic call. What happens all too often is that
the officer will take the husband out, calm him down
and tell him to take a walk around the block until he ~

feels bett,er. When the officer leaves, the husband comes I lJ
back and beats the hell out of the woman for calling 11
the police, Perhaps the counselor role is safer for the

_~ __ , f'!"r n()lir.e.-~t_t_be W()mlln~R.-f~.)Lne_n~a _.-..

ABUSED
By Malissa Burnette

-,
"

;
A 30-year-old South Carolina woman received

eight' stitches in her head, two stitches in her foot and
was treated for a concussion and numerous cuts and
bruises to her body. Later, while police were arresting
her husband for assault, he expressed his surprise and
indignantly said, "But she's my legal wife!"

In our recent past the law made every wom-
an the property of her husband-a chattel, an
object to be owned. The lawgave every man
the right to chastise his wife with a stick, so
long as the stick met certain specified di-
mensions. Today a husband's corporal
punishment rights over his wife are not
codified into statutes, but they stub-
bornly survive in the minds and atti-
tudes of many in our society.

Wife abuse at last is being recog-
nized as an overwhelming problem in
most communities. About
300 attacks are reported
to the Columbia, S.C.
police in a year. Police'
officials admit that this
represents only a fraction
of the number of attacks
that actually occur. It is
estimated that only one
in 10 attacks ever reach
the police ledger.
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codffied-intos"fatutes, but they stuo-
bomly survive in the minds and atti-
tudes of many in our society.

Wife abuse at last is being recog-
nized as an overwhelming problem in
most communities. About
300 attacks are reported
to the Columbia, S.C.
police in a year. Police
officials admit that this
represents only a fraction
of the number of attacks
that actually occur. It is
estimated that only one
in 10 attacks ever reach
the police ledger.

Boston City Hospital
reports that women at-
tacked in their own homes
account for 70 per cent of
all the assault victims
treated at that facility.

I
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Charlotte Taft
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previous requests for help. -'0'[-;; i'is;
wives killed by their husbands in the 'u.s.

in 1974, most had requested police aid
at least once prior to the fatal attack.

Police attitudes vary from town to
town, but there seems to be a lack of concern, generally,

and an unwillingness to take the situation seriously. in
Columbia, Iwas told by the police captain that he likes

to train his officers to be "counselors" in answering a
violent domestic call. What happens all too often is that

the officer will take the husband out, calm him down
and tell him to take a walk around the block until he

feels better. When the officer leaves, the husband comes
back and beats the hell out of the woman for calling
the police. Perhaps the counselor role is safer for the

police-at the woman's expense.
Such attitudes account for the fact that some

distress calls are never answered and others are answered
many hours too late. Some women who call the police

are simply told to "come by in the morning and fill
out a form."

fl

DAYBREAK haircut parlor
12 MASTER IMAGES-Henri earner-
Bresson, Wynn Bullock, Shirley Burden, Paul
Caponigro, Imogen Cunningham,' Andre
Kertesz, Jacques Henri Lartigue, W. Eugene
Smith, Ralph Steiner, Josef Sudek, George
lice, Minor White.

WOMEN-IMAGES BY 12 WOMEN
PHOTOGRAPHERS-Eve Arnold, Sonja
Bullaty, DENA, Abigail Heyman, Helen
Levitt, Mary Ellen Mark, Holly Maxson,
Barbara Morgan, Suzanne Opton, Lilo Ray·
mond, Eva Rubinstein, Sherry Suris.

1978 Wall Calendars, 12'1." x 9'1. ". Highest
quality reproduction. Hand-lettered, with
plenty of space for writing. Wonderful gift
for yourself and friends, for Christmas and
the New Year.
Each $5.95. USA, incl. post & handling .
Orders processed immediately. Abroad,
add sz.oo-covers 1 or 2 calendars. Sea·Mail,
allow 6 weeks.
For special limited edition, signed by the
photographers, write for details: SherArt
Images, Dept. B., 60 E. 12 SI. NYC 10003

IWY Booth No. 220
A Woman·Owned Business
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One woman was killed by her hus- this is obviously far from the' truth. There
band; he was never charged with murder. are few men able to live up to this idealized
The woman had made repeated attempts picture of what a man ought to be. If he is
to enlist the help of local police before she emotionally confused and defensive over
was shot while asleep. The man was con- his inability to do so, he may well try to
victed of assault and battery and received make up for his lack of psychological su-
a light sentence. Her relatives were never premacy by a crude physical supremacy."
able to learn his trial date from court Males are conditioned toward violent
officials, so they did not attend or parti- action rather than conciliation and explora-
cipate in it. They are bitter. tion of alternatives; they have not been

What "causes" a husband to harm his taught to recognize and deal with their
wife, involves several factors. Alcohol emotions. When the bursting point arrives,
abuse by the husband is frequently present, a man cannot afford to explode at the
but authorities don't agree as to how often. office so he attacks his wife. Simulta-
Financial worries and job pressures may neously , little girls are taught that they will
precipitate an attack. A man who feels that be judged by their looks, not their compe-
he is unable to cope with his work as well tence. They quickly learn that it is safer
as he would like to, may displace his anger and mo~e rewarding to be dependent and
and frustration onto his family. protected. They end up with no strong self-

Interestingly, about one-half of all image. In short, they are conditioned to
attacks are mide on wives who are preg- become victims.
nant. Young children in the family fre- The sexist culture itself provides an
quently become victims of severe beatings" additional penalty for the victim. Just as
and then grow up to become wife-beaters a rape victim is viewed as a seductive
and child-abusers themselves. Richard temptress who asked for what she got, a
Gelles' research shows that, "not only does battered wife is viewed as a nagging hen
the family expose the individual to -vio- who provoked her husband into beating
lence, the family teaches approval for the her-and she secretly enjoys it! The popu-
use of violence . . . So the violence goes lar male folklore of female masochism lets
from one generation to the bext. It be- society-and males-off the hook.
comes the norm." The majority of married women are

Psychologists and sociologists have still economically dependent upon their
determined that the violent husband is the husbands. Women with children either can-
product of a sexist society, one who has not work or, for the children's sake, feel
bought. the society's definition of mascu- that they should not work. But even a
linity. Anthropologists know that antago- woman who does work, if she can find a
nism between the sexes is always higher job, makes on the average only 59 cents
among cultures which force males and for every $1 made by a man. Job equality

is still only a dream in the U.S. In the
words of one middle class victim, "I felt
that I had three choices-stay with my

"

husband, go on welfare or become a

I prostitute."
The economic trap makes abused

• women reluctant to follow through on the
• prosecution of their husbands wheneverfelt that Ihad they have been lucky enough to receive

" any law enforcement intervention. When
, .f~r .. , three choices- the husband goes to jail, the wife is faced

I y It IS I" with the cruel reality that she and her chil-
,t t~at If I stay With my husband, dren will not have food on the table that
to m- ( go on \Uelf.ar.e or ~eek unl~ss she drops the charges against
worn- YY' I' I' "him. Police officers, not understanding

r preg- become a pr.o tOt ~ the underlying problem, see the wife's

E
:leS~- I' 5 I u.e" "change of heart" as fickleness, maso-

mvali- chism and another excuse not to take wife-
at ef- beating seriously.

anv Wife abuse exists in all classes of
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responsible for the stability of the union
and for the happiness of her husband:
Her family, if they know about the abuse,
holds the same attitudes as she does, and
typically will urge her to go back and try
to make the marriage work. They offer
little support or shelter.

The savageness of a beating episode
is seldom brought home to concerned
neighbors and relatives. They may find it
more comfortable to downplay the severity
of the injuries and indignities faced by the
victim. It is fairly typical to find that a
woman is beaten so viciously that the
husband breaks his fingers in the process.
Threats of death are frequent deterrents.
to a woman's attempt to call for aid.

One woman reported that her hus-
band stopped kicking her in the stomach
only when their daughter began vomiting

J

t oI

l

\ ) \
at the sight. Some husbands rip the phone
out of the wall and hide the car keys to
insure that their victim has no escape.

- Other husbands use forcible inter-
course as part of their brutal repertoire.
In most states there is no such thing as
rape between husband and wife. The law
is silent in such a case and reinforces the
concept ~~~ husband has full rights to .

fact can lead to a strange result: a woman
may be convicted and sent to prison if
she uses a deadly weapon, such as a knife
or a gun, against a husband who uses only
his fists and the furniture. One-third of
the women in the South Carolina Women's
Penetentiary today have stated that they
used such a weapon to fend off attack by
ahusband or boyfriend.

Physical cruelty is a frequent ground
for divorce in many states. For women
who do make the decision to seek a di-
vorce, their lives may be saved and they
may go on to happier days. This is much
easier for those who are young and child-
free. Even so, if the husband contests the
divorce and can show that the wife has put
up with the beatings over a period of time,
the courts view the wife's behavior as con-
donation and no divorce will be granted!

For women who need alimony and/
or child support, the road is even rockier.
Only seven per cent of women without
children are awarded alimony; and only
one out of four mothers with children col-
lects child support on any regular basis. The
grim fact is that 79 per cent of husbands
paying support default after the first year.
The wife is left with the burden of trying
to squeeze payments from him thereafter,
dSUally with little success.

Communities in some states have
set up refuge houses where a woman can
find shelter, bring herself and her children,
out of the immediate danger, talk to simi-
larly situated women and take a more ob-
jective look at her life. Such houses have
burdensome staffing and financial prob-
lems, but with continuing community
support can be a worthwhile investment. It
may be exactly. what a battered wife needs
to change her life.

One successful project, the Assault
Crisis Center in Ypsilanti, Mich., received a
$250,000 grant fot its first year of opera-
tion. The center served 500 women from
its inception in November 1976 through
July 1977. A project in Denver serves
1,000 battered women per year. Other
centers have been springing up around the
country. The Law Enforcement Assistance
Office recently earmarked $1 million for
battered wives' services, so more shelters
will soon be available.

Another solution may be exemplified
by an effort in New York to make the
police and courts accountable to the judi-
cial system itself. A suit is now in progress. .!_--1.a....4__ '""'--1:•••--"--"•..•....__L'<""~ ..•...••..•_•. ~ ••••.•.•• n 1
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1felt that Ihad
three choices-

stovwtth my husband,
go on welfare or "

become a prostitute.

females to live separate and different life-
roles. In such cultures, men are pressured
to prove their sexual identity by acts of
daring and competition that set them apart
from women. .

One sociologist says, "We stillbelieve
that the man ought to be head of the
house, that he ought to always be in com-
mand and totally sure of himself, easily
able to provide for his family, a constant
source of strength for wife and children.
This might not be a problem if in fact all
men were smarter, better educated and
more competent than their wives ... But

The economic trap makes abused
women reluctant to follow through on the
prosecution of their husbands whenever
they have been lucky enough to receive
any law enforcement intervention. When
the .husband goes to jail, the wife is faced
with the cruel reality that she and her chil-
dren will not have food on the table that
week unless she drops the charges against
him. Police officers, not understanding
the underlying problem, see the wife's
"change of heart" as fickleness, maso-
chism and another excuse not to take wife-
beating seriously.

Wife abuse exists in all classes of
society and at every economic level. The
notion that wife abuse is a lower class
phenomenon finds its source in the fact
that the poor woman is more likely to re-
port the incident. Economically, she has
less to lose; she may already be on welfare.
Likewise in terms of status and dignity.

To the middle and upper class wom-
an, the beating may seem like more of a
shame than a crime. She has never heard of

"it happening ~o her pe~rs and may believe
she IS alone in her plight. She has been
taught by a sexist society that if she fails
in marriage, she fails as a woman; she feels

/ \ Crisis Center in Ypsilanti, Mich., received a
$250,000 grant fot its first year of opera-
tion. The center served 500 women from
its inception in November 1976 through
July 1977. A project in Denver serves
1,000 battered women per year. Other
centers have been springing up around the
country. The Law Enforcement Assistance
Office recently earmarked $1 million for
battered wives' services, so more shelters
will soon be available.

Another solution may be exemplified
by an effort in New York to make the
police and courts accountable to the judi-
cial system itself. A suit is now in progress
that asserts married women's constitutional
rights have been denied to them by the
officials' refusal to assist them.

Court action and refuge houses,
although desperately needed, are only
stopg<;tP measures. The real solution to
marital violence .lies in the evolution of
our society to one in which every child,
whether male or female, will have the
opportunity for personal growth unre-
stricted by arbitrary societal sex roles.
Only then will individuals shed the need
to subjugate another individual in order to
feel important.

/

Welcome to ,Houston
'!The ACLUhas played a significant role in virtually every major

sex discrimination case that has reached the Supreme Court this decade.
The goal is the right of worren to determine how best to lead their lives."

-Ruth Bader, GeneralCounsel. ACLU

American Civil Liberties Union'
a rrerroership organization that has historically fought

for equal protection and rights for worren.

Donated by James C. Calawa-y

join us!
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at the sight. Some husbands rip the phone
out of the wall and hide the car keys to
insure that their victim has no escape.

- Other husbands use forcible inter-
course as part of their brutal repertoire,
In most states there is no such thing as
rape between husband and wife. The law
is silent in such a case and reinforces the
concept that a husband has full rights to .
his wife's body on command. In South
Carolina, as in many other states, this is
true even when the parties are separated
while awaiting divorce.'

A few nights ago a woman called
me in the middle of the night. She said
she just had to talk to someone, and she
was whispering to avoid waking her hus-
band. He had beaten her relentlessly and
jabbed her rectum repeatedly with his
knee. She has had enough, but she has
nowhere to go. Like most other women,
she is physically weaker than her husband
and cannot effectively defend herself. This

money they need ...

PEACE is a Woman's Issue

Booth3!4
Women's lnternenona 1 League for Peace and Freedom

1213Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19107

It will be a great

day when our

schools get all the

... and the

air fa rce has to

ho ld a b'ake sale

to buy a bomber.
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LOOKING FOR THE FIGHT
Notionol/~dio HitsHouston

Does the national news media come
to a major event with a pre-cast story
tucked in their belts?

You betcha!
That was very much apparent today

in moving through the various' events of
the Pro-ERA for~es.

The tone was set very early yesterday
morning at a National NOW press confer-
ence when NOW President Eleanor Smeal
answered a barrage of questions by the
press about what NOW was going to do if
the anti-ERA forces attempted to disrupt
the 'conference.

At the 8 a.m. meeting, Smeal told
the media that NOW members were attend-
ing the conference as either delegates or
observers and that they would be totally
wrapped up in conference activities.

Qu_t ;t Ulac.- <:111""\1""\'3'1"':"1"1+ +b e+ thtJo nrp. .•('~~t

/-'

When the torch was carried into the
convention site area by the runners at
1 p.m. Friday, IWY Chair Bella Abzug and
the many speakers who followed her, con-
tinued a positive, business-like approach to
the conference.

The pre-cast purpose in the minds of
the pro-ERA supporters was clear ... "bus-
iness as usual and full steam ahead."

Later in the afternoon, Flo Kennedy
carried the torch of media reform a bit
further, calling women to return to their
homes and to immediately begin a earn-
paign to "ban all commercials (radio-TV)
that make women look like imbeciles."

Kennedy told the women that
there are 125 major advertisers who must
be made to feel the economic pressure and
push of the women's drive for equality.

Again, almost as if on cue, although
l1,.,TO,J..":";lI_TC13N th,::. f;"...a1 ~T'\~-!llrpo't" nf t_hp_4 n l1'l

Pro-fami¥
compromise?

The floor leader for the pro-family
delegates to the International Women's
Year Conference said Friday that her
forces may be able to reach a compromise

. agreement with pro-ERA delegates on a
number of the conference's 26 resolutions,
including those on child abuse, rape and
credit·for women.

However, the 'floor leader, Indiana
state Sen. Joan Gubbons, a Republican,
reiterated the pro-family group's continued
opposition to other resolutions, such as
the Equal Rights Amendment, abortion on
demand and the displaced homemaker's
bill which they believe will "undermine
the family unit."

Gubbons said at a press conference
Friday that she had not checked with
other pro-family leaders, but that she
personally believes a compromise might
be reached on several resolutions "if the
feminists are willing to do that sort of
thing."

On Gubbons' list of possible com-
promise resolutions are those on the arts
and humanities, employment and the
appointment or election of women, as
well as those in child abuse, credit
and rape.

She said, though, that the resolu-
tion on the employment or appointment
of women needed to be modified by in-
cluding the word "qualified."

"One of the things that's always
bothered me about feminists," Gubbons
said, "is that only once in all the years I've
been in office have I seen the word quali-
fied used."

Gubbons' press conference Friday
afternoon at the Ramada Inn Civic Center
was part of day-long activities sponsored
by the Citizens Review Cornrnlttee
for IWY.

Also speaking was Phyllis Schlafly,
national chair of STOP ERA, who said the
IWY was a "charade" which attempts to
tell the American public that it speaks for
American women, which she says it
doesn't.

She said recent votes against the
ERA in states like New York and Washing-
ton backed her stand on how American
women feel about the IWY proposals.

What American women want instead
of the IWY proposals, she said, is "a good
standard of living" and "the continued
recognition of the family as the primary
unit" of society. .

Schlafly , as well as a number of
other speakers, told Dornan's committee
that the sponsors of IWY legislation in
Congress had promised that the conference
would represent "every woman of every
kind." However, she said, the state and
national conferences had been rigged by
pro-ERA forces to disenfranchise the anti-
ERA people.
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RALLYHONORS
ALICE PAUL

Organizers of Houston's Equal Rights
for Women Welcome Rally gave at least
1,500 women a chance to laugh, cheer,
chant and shout on the grounds of City
Hall Friday.

The rally was called to honor the
author of the Equal Rights Amendment,
Alice Paul.
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the Pro-ERA forces. the pro-ERA supporters was clear ... "bus-
The tone was set very early yesterday iness as usual and full steam ahead."

morning at a National NOW press confer- Later in the afternoon, Flo Kennedy
ence when NOW President Eleanor Smeal carried the torch of media reform a bit
answered a barrage of questions by the further, calling women to return to their
press about what NOW was going to do if homes and to immediately begin it -cam-
the anti-ERA forces attempted to disrupt paign to "ban all commercials (radi6~TV)
the conference. that make women look like imbeciles."

At the 8 a.m. meeting, Smeal told Kennedy told the women that
the media that NOW members were attend- there are 125 major advertisers who must
ing the conference as either delegates or be made to feel the economic pressure and
observers and that they would be totally push of the women's drive for equality.
wrapped up in conference activities. Again, almost as if on cue, although

But it was apparent that the pre-cast unrehearsed, the final speaker of the.4 p.m.
story for the majority of the national press rally at City Hall, Kate Millett, told women
corps was "the anticipated (hoped for?) of the constant calls she receives from
confrontation" between the pros and major media asking her whether "this ac-
the antis. tion or that" signals the termination of

And as if by signal, throughout the the women's right movement.
day the feminists and other pro-ERA "Houston is a sign of how big we
group's gave varying degrees of warnings to can get," Millett said, and added, "We're
the media not to "make the confrontation here to stay." .
happen." By late afternoon the questions from

At a Business and Professional Wom- the press on the possibility of pro-anti
en's-sponsored media panel, retired U.S. ERA clash possibilities had diminished.
Rep. Martha Griffiths of Michigan said that But if any among us dares doubt
the actions of the anti-ERA forces would that the media is the message ... is the
not, she believes, have any effect on Con- message ... is the message, stay tuned for
gress and "won't have any "effect unless tomorrow's agenda. By then Martha Grif-
you people (the media) make it have' an fiths and Ellie Smeal and Kate Millett will
effect." know if their "message" was heard.

--
Center 0.[ Fashion, 1800 South Post Oak Road, Houston

Store hours 10 AM-6 PM, Open until 9 PM Monday, Thursday and Friday
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RALLYHONORS
ALICE PAUL

Organizers of Houston's Equal Rights
for Women Welcome Rally gave at least
1,500 women a chance to laugh, cheer,
chant and shout on the grounds of City
Hall Friday.

The rally was called to honor the
author of the Equal Rights Amendment,
Alice Paul.
. . It was "herstory" in the making as

Dolores Huerta of the United Farm Wor-
kers, Luz Gutierrez of La Raza Unida
Party, Houston Women's Advocate Nikki
Van Hightower and others took to the
podium. Kate Millett and the Harrison
and Tyler comedy tearn jalso appeared
at the rally. .

"We must not let a vocal minority
stop us from getting our rights," humorist
Flo Kennedy told the receptive audience.
Her songs set the crowd to clapping and
stomping as the "old pro" of the fund-
raising hustle passed the hat for the ERA,
telling the women to "get out of the kit-
chen and back into the streets where
you belong!"
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nontYdelegafes decided to stand and fight.
Their supporters would have an alternative
conference and at that conference they
would say, 'Even though the Carter Demo-
crats won those primaries, it doesn't mat-
ter. They weren't fair. We're the majority
and we're going to show it by having some
members over there.

"But," Smeal said, "I don't think.
they'd fool anybody under' those condi-
tions. Everybody would know they
li1ldlost."

Chicana Caucus

"Yo Soy Tu Hermana, Yo Soy Chicana,
Dame Tu Mano, Vamos a Volar,
Bien Dice El Dicho, Si Sangra Mi Hermana
Yo Tambien Sangro, La Herida Es Jgual."

- Vigil

The Chicana Caucus met Friday af-
ternoon to discuss the proposed Plan of
Action and its ramifications for Chicanas.
Special emphasis was placed on the plan's
inclusion of statements encouraging bilin-
gual and bicultural services and programs
designed for Hispanic women.

A reception for the caucus, spon-
sored by various Houston Chicana and
Chicano groups and hosted by Evelyn and
Leonel Castillo, was held Friday evening.
Elma Barrera, co-chair of the Housto
committee, introduced speakers who in

eluded Kingsville State Rep. Irma Rangel,
the highest ranking Chicana official in Tex-
as, and IWY commissioners Cecilia Preci-
ado Burciaga of California, Carmen Del-
Delgado Votaw of Maryland, Rhea Mojica
Hammer of Illinois and Gloria Steinem of
New York. Poetry readings and skits were
presented by Teatro Lagrimas and Mujeres
Unidas of Houston.

A meeting of the Hispanic Women's
Caucus is scheduled for Saturday, 6:30
p.m., 'in a location which is yet to be
designated. Marta Torres

'-

Blacks Map Plan of Action

Black participants in the IWY Con-
ference, sensitive to the Black woman's
"long, harsh history of vital concerns for
civil liberties and their long struggle for the
rights of women," mapped plans Friday to
insure that their concerns are included in
the final conference report.

"We believe that we did so well on
the state level in placing members and dele-
gates because NOW has had a long record
of being in the forefront of the fight for
women's rights," she said at a press
conference.

Smeal insisted that NOW intends to
co "nothing" if anti-ERA forces attempt
to disrupt the conference.

"We're here to serve as delegates and
to participate in the conference itself,"
she said.

Smeal said the IWY, with its pro- and
anti-ERA forces, -waslike a Democratic

.Party convention :-vhere the Jimmy Carter

caucuses' PHOTO BY CHARLEY KUBRICHT

• insuring reliable child care services
guaranteeing maternity benefits

• extending labor standards relevant to
the health and welfare of workers now
excluded

• the eradication of all forms of dis-
crimination

• support of the ERA
• procedural due process.

The document also stresses Black
women's commitment to unity with white
women and warns of ,the "danger of a dis-
torted analysis which points to a lingering
central conflict of the women's movement
as one between women of the minority and
the majority."

The Black caucus also heard a Key-

forces beat George Wallace of the Ameri-
can Party with perhaps 80 or 85 per cent
of the vote.

This, the Pittsburgh homemaker said,
would leave the "Jimmy Carter delegates
in the clear majority. But let's say the mi-

NOW No. 2

The newly elected president of the
National Organization of Women Legal
Defense and Education Fund, Gene Boyer,
criticized President Carter Friday for his
failure to appoint women to important .
judicial posts.

"Carter has named 10 new appellate
court justices and not one is. a woman,"

Boyer said. "Clearly next to nothing is
being done to correct the incredible under-
representation of women as federal judges."

The Beaver Dam, Wis., feminist also
noted that only one of the 97 circuit court
judges on the bench today is a woman.

The underrepresentation ot women' is
"too severe to be remedied through politics
as usual," Boyer said, "Extraordinary ef-
forts are called for."

She also said that women must be
appointed to the panels that recommend
appointments to the bench.

"... It's the most
imoortant women's

meeting of the century. "
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..• A meeting of the Hispanic Women's
Caucus is scheduled for Saturday, 6:30
p.m., in a location which is yet to be
designated. Marta Torres

Blacks Map Plan of Action

Black participants in the IWY Con-
ference, sensitive to the_ Black woman's
"long, harsh history of vital concerns for
civil liberties and their long struggle for the
rights of women," mapped plans Friday to
insure that their concerns are included in
the final conference report.

The plan includes 21 recommenda-
tions concerning education, employment,
political participation, socially progressive
services and statutory, and constitution-
allaw.

Officially titled "A Working Docu-
ment For Review and Ratification," the
plan was prepared earlier this year by 10
women from governmental, educational
and social -organizations and businesses
who feared that Black women's concerns
would be overlooked at IWY.

It notes the Black woman's special
role in the women's/movement, contend-
ing that "as victims of both racism ~I}4
sexism," Black American women "have
been crucial figures at the juncture 'of the
Black movement, and the women's move-
ment. "Their past," it 'says,' formed
their interpretation of issues and priorities
central to both movements."

The document also contends that be-
cause Black women "have it different past,'
a different present and; because of institu-
tionalized racism, a different future from
that of white women! it is doubtful that
anyone else in the United States can or
should speak for them."

Specifically the plan calls for:
• a concerted effort by the federal and

state governments to broaden educational
opportunities for Black women on an equi-
table basis

• full employment and full utilization
of Black females at upper as well as entry
levels of the labor force

• support for Black women who are
running for political office

, • support from the federal government
for the development .of programs aimed at
improving the plight of the aged and im-
proving health care'

• extending labor standards relevant to
the health and welfare of workers now
excluded ,

• the eradication of all forms of dis-
crimination

• support of the ERA
• procedural due process.

The document also stresses Black
women's commitment to unity with white
women and warns of .the "danger of a dis-
'torted analysis which points to a lingering
central conflict of the women's movement'
as one between women of the minority and
the majority."

The Black caucus also heard a Key-
note speech by Dr. Elizabeth Kuntz, North'
Carolina assistant state superintendent for
public' instruction. Mary Violet Bums';

Pro-Plan Caucus Meets

Pro-Plan advocates, who endorse pas-
sage of all 26 proposals being considered
at the IWY Conference, met Friday to plot
floor strategy.

The meeting, held at the Sheraton-
-, ~ouston Hotel, .i~cluded discussio~ of.anti-

.cipated OppOSItIOn and organizational
intelligence.

The Pro-Plan group opted to use
"woman power" rather than electronic
devices in working the convention floor.

A woman from each state was se-
lected to .explain 'the Pro-Plan position to
delegates on the convention floor, which
was divided into 20 areas.

The group believes the strongest
Pro-Plan opponents will use stalling tactics
to prevent discussion and enactment of
the proposals because the opposition prob-
ably does not have enough votes to defeat
the plan ..

A secondary opposition' group, the
Susan B. Anthony section, is believed to
be more moderate because it opposes only
four issues in the plan-full employment,
sexual preference, national health insur-
ance and international peace.

NOWNo.l

Although more delegates to the IWY
Conference belong to the National Organi-
zation for Women than any other organiza-
tion, NOWPresident Eleanor Smeal ernpha-
sized Friday that NOW"'in no way' partici-
pated in the organizing of the conference."

01 rne vote.
This, the Pittsburgh homemaker said,

would leave the "Jimmy Carter delegates
in the clear majority. Butlet's say the mi-

as usual," Boyer said, "Extraordinary ef-
forts are called for."

She also said that women must be
appointed to the panels that recommend
appointments to the bench.

" .. It's the most
imoortant women's

meeting of the century. "

KHOU-TV, your CBS station in
Houston, is proud that the 1st National

Women's Conference is being held in our city.
Extensive live TV coverage of special events is

scheduled throughout the convention. This is in addition
to o~r normal coverage of activities on News 11 at

Noon, 5:00, 6:00, and 10:00,-P.M.
Please join us for a live look at the convention and

those who will make it a historial milestone.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17th
4:15P.M.: News 11's Alma

Newsom will bring you
live coverage of the
pre-convention rally.

5:00 P.M.: Alma Newsom will
again be on 'the scene
with a live report.

FRIDAY, NOVEMB.ER 18th
12 Noon: News 11.'s Bebe Burns

brings you live cover-
age of convention
registration.

5:00 P.II/I.: News 11's Alma
Newsom continues
with a live report
direct from the con-
venti on site.

6:00 P.M.: Alma Newsom will
again be on the scene
with a live report.

7:57 P.M.: Bebe Burns brings you
a liye update.

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 19th

1:25 P.M.: News 11's Bill,
Balleza will bring you
highlights of the key-
note add ress.

3:25 P.M.: Live cut-in covering
the National Plan
of Action.

4:,55 P.M.: Live up-date on the
convention.

5:25 P.M.: Live interview with
one of the leading

. spokeswomen for
IWY.

6:00 P.M.: News 11's Fred
Rhodes brings you
a Iive up-date.

7:57 P.M.: News 11's Bebe Burns
with live coverage as
convention reconvenes.

10:00 P.M.: Live up-date,
SUNDAY,NOVEMBER2~h

10:25 A.M.: News 11's Steve-
, Smith brings you live

coverage of the Peace
Disarmament Hearings.

11:25 A.M.: Additional live cover-
age on the hearings.

11 :55 A.M.: Live up-date,
7:58 P.M.: News 11's Bebe Burns

brings you live cover-
age on caucus activities.

10:00 P.M.: Live coverage of con-
vention entertainment.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21st
12 Noon: Live coverage of conven-

tion's end.
5:00 P.M.: Live wrap-up with

highlights of conven-
tion accomplishments.

This schedule is flexible and may (:hange

mi-~··UTheOnes
NEWS~ ToWatch.

~
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the .second wave
~3. Number4 B fTIBgBZineof rhe new feminism

A Depressing Discourse on the Individual Solution
_._ o ...•••tT\J Festival

1\ Report on the wom~'
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W0men
By Polly Joan

In 1967 women's publishing was al-
most a blank page. hi. 1977 more than 200
publishing houses' and small presses belong
to women. And the number grows daily.

Probably more than any other move-
mentin history, feminism has been identi-
fied with publishing. So many words of
women needed to besaid and read. But not
just words and ideas were expressed-wom-
en's publications have fashioned a new and
more realistic .image of tcday's, woman-
an image only women themselves could
understand and create.

Initially, women's publishing concen-
trated on poetry. Although every move-
ment has had its poets, the women's move;'
ment may be unique in that many of its
early leaders' were poets. In the beginning
there seemed to be no other way to .express
the anger and frustration resulting from
centuries of oppression.

In the late 60s and early 70s, women
eager to hear others empathize with their

,ber of titles. The Women's Press Collective
in California with' 18 titles has. sold more
than 60,000 copies of their books. Diana
Press, formerly in Baltimore and now in
.California, also has 18 titles in print. Pub-
lishing women's novels since 1973, Daugh-
ters, Inc. prints fOlu;or five books a year.
Ruby fruit" Jungle by Rita Mae Brown sold
more. than 50,000 copies of Daughters be-
fore they recently sold it to a trade pub-
lisher. Printing only poetry , Alice James
Books in Boston, a publishing co-op, has
over. 20 titles on the market. In two years
they sold 4,000 copies of their books to
libraries alone.

Probably the best-known is The
Feminist Press, a collective that continues
to fill voids-by publishing long out of print
or previously unpublished historical works
of women. Their educational materials and
non-sexist stories for children reflect .a
growing demand for non-sexist high school
textbooks which they helped create.

Women's publishing has also had to
overcome a system that was reluctant to
distribute books from feminist publishers.
Since establishment distribution systems
were not receptive to marketing feminist
books, and regular bookstores did not want
to deal with individual publishers, women
began setting up their own bookstores.

of experience, reflect the growing quality
and expanding creativity of women writers.
New magazines and journals cover far more

-than poetry. Like women's presses, wom-
en's magazines cover the gamut of women's'

<political and cultural life.
, With a broadening berth of women's

publishing experience to draw from, new
journals such as Chrysallis, Heresies, Sin is-
'ter Wisdom and Conditions have started
production with a. high' degree of profes-
sionalism. Political and cultural journals
like Quest continue to improve; offering a
stimulating analysis-of women's political
theory.

Women's newspapers range from
radical-feminist to middle-of-the-road, but
they too have grown .more professional.
There is great variety in what a women's
newspaper publishes, but all of them cover
news about women that most local news-
papers still do. not adequately include.
Within the last year women have establish-
ed Her Say, a national wire service along
the lines of the Associated Press. This has
facilitated immediate distribution of infor-
mation important to women's newspapers.

Yet despite all of .this progress, wom-
en's publishing is not always taken serious-
ly; sometimes the perspective of time is
required to recognize a success story.

I 'Women's poetry generated more
, women's poetry. New women poets made

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~' their voices heard by establishing "their
I own presses. Women's publications printing

women's poetry exclusively grew, out of
consciousness-raising groups' and 'women-
writer support groups. Starting locally,
some of these publications and presses
gradually made their publishing services
known across the country.

At first much of women's publishing
was unprofessional by male establishment
standards. Early books, magazines and
newspapers were mimeographed and
stapled but 'getting. the word out overcame
the lack of technical experience. Important
as many present-day feminists feel wom-
en's publishing has been, too large a num-
ber of women still imagine women's. pub-
lishing to be a group of poets mimeograph-
ing and stapling in someone's basement.

Nothing could be further from the
truth. Women's publishing has grown into
a full-blown professional operation. Books
from women's presses evidence a high de-
gree of technological know-how. Spined,
perfectly trimmed, artistically-designed
books are becoming the rule rather than
the exception. Many are printed in wom-
en's print shops which own and operate
modern printing presses.

"f~
If



as"'Wereexpressea=wom-
en's publications have fashioned a new and
more realistic image of today's woman-
an image only women themselves could
understand and create.

Initially, women's publishing concen-
trated on poetry. Although every ,move-
ment has had its poets, the women's move-
ment may be unique in that many of its
early leaders were poets. In the beginning
there seemed to be no other way to express
the anger and frustration resulting ftom
centuries of oppression.

In the late 60s and early 70s, women
eager to hear others empathize with their
feelings flocked to poetry readings. Hun-
dreds of women who listened to such poets
as, Adrienne Rich, Robin Morgan, Anne
Sexton, Audre Lorde, AHa, Susan Griffin,
Judy Grahn and Marge Piercy left these
readings ready to take their new conscious-
ness into political action.

Women's movement poetry was poli-
tical; -it was a threat tothe male status quo.
It was not considered "real" poetry by the
male poetry establishment and the publish-
ing network did not consider publishing it.
The need for a women's publishing net-
work was obvious-how. else would such
important writing by women be made
available?

as many pr~enr-aay--rerflllITst~-eI-wom-
en's publishing has been, too large a num-
ber of women still imagine women's'. pub-
lishing to be a group of poets mimeograph-
ing and stapling in someone's basement.

Nothing could be further from the
truth. Women's publishing has grown into
a full-blown professional operation. Books
from women's presses evidence a high de-
gree of technological know-how, Spined,
perfectly trimmed, artistically-designed
books are becoming the rule rather than
the exception. Many are printed in wom-
en's print shops which own and operate
modern printing presses.

Although poetry books still domi-·
nate the field, new women's publishing
houses cover the full range of fiction, non-'
fiction, biography, herstory, reference
materials and non-sexist children's stories:
Generally well written and well put to-
gether, these books compare favorably
with paperbacks printed in establishment
houses.

Most women's publishing houses are
still small. Largely operating without capi-
tal, few'-can afford to publish more than a
couple of books a year. The majority have
fewer than five books on the market.

The presses that survived the years
ofturmoilare publishing a growing num-

MEDIA
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cenlmrsr"l'rre-s-s-;--a-conectIVtl.•.tlIlrt-~ofitlfiUes
to fill voids by publishing long out of print
or previously unpublished historical works
of women. Their educational materials and
non-sexist stories for children reflect a
growing demand for non-sexist high school
textbooks which they helped create.

Women's publishing has also had to
overcome a system that was reluctant to
distribute books from feminist publishers.
Since establishment distribution systems
were not receptive to marketing feminist
hooks, and regular bookstores did not want
to deal with individual publishers, women
began setting up their own bookstores.
Tliere are now more than 100 women's
bookstores in this country.

In addition, three, women started
Women in Distribution (WIND) in order to
handle work from women publishers. After
only two years they are successfully dis-
tributing more than 300 women's titles.
Sixty per cent of WIND's business is with
women's bookstores.

Feminist magazines and newspapers
have also progressed from the mimeograph
stage into professional operations. Poetry
magazines such as Moving Out and Aphra
have been around almost since the begin-

, ning, Others like Chomo Uri, 13th Moon
and Sunbury, with more than three years

ANNUAL DIRECTORY OF THE MEDIA

OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

An annually-updated directory of feminist media in the U.S. and abroad.
Over 500 entries. Includes special sectionlisting individual media women.
Every entry written by the media, group or individual to assure accuracy.

COVERS: Periodicals ...• Presses/Publishers .... News Services ....
Radio/TV groups .... Film groups Multi-media ..•. Video and Ca~le
groups Media Organizations Art/Graphics/Theater .••. Speakers
Bureaus Music groups .... Regul,ar Radio, TV Programs on Women
.... Special Library Collections .... Bookstores .... Distributors ..•.
Courses on Women and Media ...• List of Selected Directories, Catalogs.

ALSO includes an annotated index of past articles, documents and research
appearing. in Media Report to Women, in over 100 subject matter categories
- useful for speeches, programs, news stories, articles, historical research.

All for only $8.00 from Women's Institute for Freedom· of the Press, 3306
Ross Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008. (202) 966-7783. Ask for the

Media Report to Women INDEX/DIRECTOR Y.

ra-cfical-feminist to middle-of-the-road, but
they too have grown more professional.
There is great variety in what a women's
newspaper publishes, but all of them cover
news about women that most local news-
papers still do not adequately include.
Within the last' year women have establish-
ed Her Say, a national wire service along
the lines of the Associated Press. This has
facilitated immediate distribution of infor-
mation important to women's newspapers.

Yet despite all of this progress, wom-
en's publishing is not always taken serious-
ly; sometimes the perspective of time is
required to recognize a success story.

Guide to Women's Publishing by
Polly Jpan/Andrea Chesman can be 'or-
dered prior to its January 1, 1977 publica-
tion date by writing Dustbooks, P.O. Box
1056, Paradise, Calif 95969. Soft cover
$3.95/hardcover $7.95.

Polly Joan is a founder of Women Writing
Press. In addition to compiling Guide To
Women's Publishing, she also co-authored
(with Andrea Chesman) the Directory of
Women Writing (1977). Her book of poe-
try, No Apologies, is distributed through
WIND. She is presently teaching w:riting
at Tompkins-Cortland Community College.

WOMEN ARE ON THE MOVE

ALL OVER THE WORLD

TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THE MASS MEDIA

Media Report to Women tells you monthly what women
are doing and thinking about the communications media
in all its forms-print, broadcast, film, music. . .. Learn
what women are doing nationally and internationally
about the portrayal of women in media, about the news
coverage of women, excessive sex and violence, etc .
Learn what other women are doing - what you can do.

Subscribe to MediaReport to Wome:i. Re~ular price $15
SPECIAL PRICE for women $10 (by personal check or
M.O.) Send to Media Report to Women, 3306 Ross
Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008



Women on the Move
By Karen Malnory

A 2,000-mile journey that began Sep-
tember 29, ended when the equality run-
ners completed the last lap of their journey
from Seneca Falls, N.Y. A crowd of ap-
proximately 1,000 women and men waited
in a sprinkling rain to greet the wqmen,

As the band struck up 'the "Yellow
Rose of Texas" and the huge crowd raised
banners and placards amidst applause and
chants of ERA, the athletes and their
entourage of commissioners stormed onto
the Albert Thomas Convention Center site.
Athletes bearing eight American flags led
the relay followed by Billy Jean King,
Olympic swimming gold medalist Donna,
deVerona and 1960 Olympic track gold
medalist Wilma Rudolph. Other runners
formed a circle around conference pre-
siding officer Bella Abzug who sported
her famous trademark, a wide-brimmed
hat.

As the distinguished group moved
forward, the diverse group of well-wishers
edged around the stage for a better posi-
tion. Signs and placards showed support
for the Pro-Plan, latino feminists, Wages
for Housework and Lesbians for Wages
for Housework and for "Women's Rights
American as Apple Pie," the slogan of
Wisconsin feminists from the National
Organization for Women (NOW).

There was a small fracas when the
Rev. Billy Joe Clegg brought in his two
signs saying "equal rights for Christians,"
.and "IWY means immoral women's year."
The-reverend announced his candidacy for
governor of Oklahoma on the other sign,
but he showed little Christian integrity
when he scuffled several women who stood

in front of his signs.
Dressed in jogging shorts and blue

t-shirts bearing "Women on the Move" over
the sign of the dove and the equality sym-
bol, the runners encircled the commis-
sioners and guests on the stage. Commis-
sioner Liz Carpenter introduced Bella Ab-
zug, who gave this impassioned message:

"Some run with a torch, others run for
political office, but none of us run for
cover and we won't stop this journey until
we get equality all the way."

The torch of equality was then
passed from Billy Jean King to Susan B.
Anthony, the grandniece of the famous
suggragist. Anthony echoed her famous

ancestor when she said, "Failure is
Impossible."

Nikki Van Hightower, Houston's
Women's Advocate, said the 2,000-mile
torch relay was a long and fatiguing jour-
ney for all the runners just as the women's
race for rights and equality has also been
long and tiring.

•

JANICE RUBIN

."The feminist novel is revolution.
Women's art is politics ...We are reclaiming our
language for ourselves with a very strong sense that we have been divided
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and "IWY means immoral women's year."
The reverend announced his candidacy for
governor of Oklahoma on the other sign,
but he showed little Christian integrity
when he scuffled several women who stood
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"The feminist novel is revolution.
Women's art is politics ...We are reclaiming our
language for ourselves with a very strong sense that we have been divided
from it. Feminist presses are magnificently privileged to have the art of the
future in their hands."

June Arnold

RUBIN ·DAUGRTEIlSPUBLIS
22 Claarks St1'Ht
New Yom. NY 10014
PublUlwrB of women's IIOVeiBonly. &quest catalog.

I,.'s fiJ,mB.SASE for flyer,

,Oibie. Booths 8'R .}J!t6

NAIAD PRESS, INC.
~RwJQCOb Acns
Ba~s tJity, MO 64011

of ksbi4nlfeminist IIOveU.

IAT PRODUCTIONS
·H
h, CA92662

of feminist humor. comic~~SASE for flye,..

Bootlt290

tWhy womenWlftl!t-pul5Ush WOmep .
Word.rand wisdo~ 'from earlier feminists were lost because women faikd to mmntain publishing

power. T1fe U billion a ,.farbook business remains hostik to much of the serious work cgming from the
women's movement.iii!

In response, mo
to publish authors
printed and distribu

BOOKLEGGER PRESS
555 29th Stnet
San Froncisco, CA 94131
Dil'llCtoriu ofllOn·1UUt

J.50 feminist presses and
IWboq;sicleredtoo risk

'I, by women. They. ~d

blishing houses are OperotfPl.!lifog.ay.They dare
triarchal press. Theirboo~$:"ctre written,

'[)port.

DIANA PRESS
44()() Marltet Smet
0aJeland, CA 94606
Printer, publisher, (}ism, . feminillm. SASE for flyer.

"Booths 517.519

FEMINIST--

PUBLISIllNG

-FEMINIST PRESS
Bo~334-H
Old Westbury, NY 11568
Began 1970, biographies, forgotten women, educational.

. childnn's books. Free catalog.

/'

*LOU.IPOP POWER, INC.
P'O.Bo~1171·H
Chapel Hill, NO 27514
NOll·se~jst • lIOn-racist

Booth 303

:RW1SOOM
3116;Country Club Drive
CMrlotte, NC 28206
JoUi7i/zl of words. pictures for the lesbian inwginatioll.
Stupple copy '2.25 + 30c postage. SASE for flyer.

U'l'ORS

"KNOW, INC. Booth 1'Q!j
RO. Bo« 86031·H
Pittsbugh, PA 15221
Books. articks on feminism. SASE for flyer.

'$'bbok. SASE for flyer.

EI.geIlt', OR 974()J
Bo<Ik$,<»",ics, po.tns, catds & bum/Hr sticJl"•.•.Flyer 25c. Bulk rutes.

)ISTRIBU'J,'ION CWIND)
·H

DC2lXXJ3
tribu~or« of over tIOObooks by womell 4nIl.le"'imst

for bulk order rates. '

'Visit feminist book exhibits at the Albert Thomas Center. Send for our brochures.
Matronize women's bookstores and ask your local booksellers and libraries to stock our books. _ ••••• _

. ', . the art of the future

*MOTHEROOT PUBLICA'1;IQ1fS. Booth 303
214 Dewey Street •
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
Publishes serious women'llwolf/i re,fkctinlJ art • politics
of the fem.ale "perience.SA.$E for ftYer. .
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Over 300 colleges and universitles--:tllefemaleuexperieIlce or on an historic
offer in excess of 5500 courses in women's woman that has never before been of-
studies. Of those, more than 100 colleges jicially recorded. History has overlooked
and universities now offer majors or minors half of the human existence."
in the' field, at least 15 offer master's de- To give women's studies some na-
greesand three have Ph.D. programs. tional direction and coordination and to

Although women's studies owes its unify and strengthen the programs, more
existence to the movement for the libera- than 500 women met in San Francisco in

Education for women has come con- tion of women, the feminist philosophy January and formed the National Women's
siderable lengths since the 19th century upon which women's studies rests speaks Studies Association (NWSA).
when it was held that "all that a woman for interests beyond those of the second NWSA is a professional, academic
needs to know is how to read the New Tes- sex. organization similar to the Modem Lan-
tament and to spin and weave for her "Women's studies, diverse as its com- guage Association, or the American Psy-
family." ponents are, has shared a vision of a world chological Association, but with some irn-

Nevertheless, women's educational free not only from sexism but also from port ant differences. The discipline is. of
progress has not been made without con- racism, class bias, ageism, heterosexual bias
siderable opposition; and always there has and all ideologies and institutions that have
been a set of educational rules, standards consciously or unconsciously oppressed
and curricula for men and another for and exploited some for the advantage of
women. However, one aspect of male and others," said Dr. Barbara Hillyer Davis,
female education has been consistently director of the Women's Studies Program
identical: both men and women have at the University of Oklahoma and trea-
studied the male experience. surer of the National Women's Studies

"Research on women is missing in Association.
the disciplines; and because the systematic Women's studies can include any-
scholarly study of women has not been fos- thing from the writings of Emily Dickinson
tered, there is no accurate presentation of to oral histories of pioneer women in
the female experience," said Catherine Texas. Rape and abortion issues are' dis-
Stimpson, a Barnard College professor who 'cussed, and the studies also include such
edits Signs, a scholarly journal in the field subjects as the difficulties of operating
of women's studies. / women's health clinics, efforts to make

"This absence of substantive infer- women feel more comfortable with mathe-
mation has undermined the accuracy of matics, and help with acquiring the skills
generalizations about human culture de- and confidence to compete for jobs as
rived from traditional scholarship," Stimp-' executives.
son emphasized. "Women's studies is not confined to

In the last decade, however, some higher education," said Florence Howe,
women have become very vocal in asking editor of the Women's Studies Newsletter
that a reasonable part of their education be and a leader in the field.
about women and that programs be de- "High school, junior high and ele-
signed to 'foster knowledge of women. mentary teachers throughout the country
They have demanded majors .and degrees ~re offering classes in w~men's st~dies ~n? ~
in the study of women and SOCIety. mtegratmg present curnculums WIth muu-

It was out of ' these demands, eight semesters on women's issues."
years ago, that women's studies as a disci- "Women's studies is an exciting dis- •••'
pline was born., Since then" wome~'s covery pr~cess," said Patrici~ P~lmi~:, ~ ~~:Up"
studies has been, one of the fastest growing Ph.D. candidate at Harvard Umvers~ty. I t " .....
areas in higher' ed ucation. am .continually uncovering information on

omen
StudV
Women

By Charol Shakeshaft

..• ,.,.
f •• II ••••

•.-"' ....

••~~.~I~
~

course, women's studies, and the member-
ship draws upon a much larger base than
most professional organiza tions.

"The uniqueness of women's studies
has been its refusal to accept sterile divi-
sions between academia and community,
between the growth of the mind and the
health of the body, between intellect and
passion, between the individual and her
society," said Howe.

And so the members of the NWSA
are not .only staid full professors from
prestigious universities, but elementary and
secondary teachers, secretaries, staff mem-
bers of community women's centers, stu-
dents, women working in prisons and inde-
pendent researchers.

Besides providing a professional, aca-
demic organization for those teaching and
researching women's issues, the 'NWSA
has established a national communication
network through the Women's Studies
Newsletter, the journal for the association.

NWSA expects to encourage the
development of a network for distributing
information on women's studies and to co-
operate closely with women's projects in
the communities.

"Compared with the number of col-
leges and universities in the country, the
number of women's studies programs that
are recognized and budgeted is small,"
said Blanche Hersh, coordinator of wom-
en's studies at Northeastern Illinois Univer-
sity in Chicago.

"But for every existing program,"
Professor Hersh continued, "there are 20
edging toward formation. One of the most
exciting things about the NWSA is that it
will accelerate the process."

Twelve regional women's studies
organizations were also begun and I 0 are
publishing newsletters. For membership
information on the NWSA, write Barbara
Hillyer Davis, Treasurer, National Wom-
en's Studies Association, Women's Studies
Programs, University of Oklahoma, Nor-
man, Oklahoma 73069.

~
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we're here..
to make 0 difference

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF

WOMEN BUSINESS
OWNERS

2000 = si, NW
Washington, D.C.
20036
(202) 338-8966

For Houston Chapter lntormation
Call: 524-8284
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Ask more of yourself.
,Learn Computer Technology.

Make life give you what you
want. Get the training that
can get you started toward
a career in Computer
Technology. But first. learn
how many of our graduates
we helped place in their
first job. Attend our Infor-
mation Seminar. CALL

688-5902
nCHNICAI. CAlEfa TIAINING w6aww1Df

I:::J 1::\ an education service of'=ICI CONTR..OL DATA CORJ'QAATION Nancy Zumhagen, Director

Yl

1110 Lovett Blvd., Suite 100 Houston, Texas 77006 713/521-9214

I

I I

Barthelme- Moore Associates
Advertising and Marketing
a full-service advertising agency since 1960

\.:l

A
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Helen Moore Barthelme Odell Pauline Moore
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DONNA ALLEN:
mediawdtch

DONNA ALLEN

When Media Report to Women was
.·started five years. ago, no one thought the
typical fledgling women's periodical with
three to six mimeographed pages every
other month, had much of a future. But
most people were counting without the
precision and tenacity of the unflappable
Donna Allen.

Today the 16-page newsletter, a
compact compendium. of the status of
women and of feminist issues in every area

of the media, is self-supporting through
subscriptions ..

When .Allen saw the problems with
coverage of women's issues by the main-
stream (white male) press, she decided to
turn her talents to providing a forum for
women. Soon, Media Report was carrying
news by and about women who worked'
in communications as well as information
about how women are portrayed in media.

In an interview with Matrix, the
quarterly magazine of Women in Com-
munications, Allen pointed out that worn-
et0are still a minority-in media production
and management. "There- ate two ways in
which women's progresstoward full equal-
ity is hindered by .this: First, women lack

e > a means of communication. After all.. if
you don't' know you can do some things
or change other things, you probably
won't do them. Second, women's progress
is hindered by attacks by the media-the
press' divides us, and then asks why we are
not together."

Dr. Allen, economist, historian and
author, is a member of the. Media Com-
mitt,ee,··"U.S. Commission, on the Obser-
vanceof International Women's Year and
convenor of the Media Task Force, Nation-
al Women's Agenda.

In the January 1, 1976 edition of
Media Report, she .outlined Three Prin-
ciples of Feminist Journalism to counter
the problems created by a'male-dominated
press. They are: 1) "no attacks on people";
2) "more factual information with full
texts and direct quotes where possible";
and 3) "people should speak for them-
selves." While Allen uses these criteria for

First of its kind: ,
EQUALOamCONTRACT'1

for:
Marrying, Married, or Coh,.abitingAdults

Model azreement for Iivino tOP"P.thP:T p.nll~l1v non ~PY1~t· Np_ant1~tlnn tnnl

the selection and presentation of its news
information in Media Report, she adds,
"We have also found them useful as a stan-
dard for examining the performance of
other media as well as our own. We believe
,that journalism based on these three. prin-
ciples is more respectful of people."

These concepts challenge the tradi-
tional theory of mass communications
which holds that using labels to describe
sources; citing sources' opinions instead of
provable facts, and paraphrasing quotes
are sometimes ,acceptable practices in both
news and feature stories.

In discussing the problems that gave
rise to the feminist journalism principles,
Allen wrote, "These three basic criteria
address the most common complaints
women have about the. communications,

, media . . . and we believe that. their ap-
plication could constructively improve
the conditions that give rise to each'
type of criticism: 1) that the image of
women in media too often is derogatory,
restrictive and inaccurate; 2) that the'
media do not carry enough news coverage
of women's activities and issues, especially
in light of the proportion of the public
that are women; and 3) that insufficient

.employment of women in the media, par-
ticularly in policy-making positions, results
in men speaking for the female 53 per cent
.of the population" (italics hers).

Media Report to .Women practices
all that Allen preaches. Stories useexten-
sive quotes, exact dates, and sources'
names. And the' subscription rate of $15,
a year is reduced to $10 for women who
send a personal check or money order,
since women in general are paid only
two-thirds of men's wages. .
. In addition to Media Report to
Women, the Women's Institute for Free-
dom of the Press, also founded by Allen,
-publishes an annual index and directory
which lists more than 500 women in
media, women's presses, library. collec-

fil MID LIFE ... the newsletter for young women over 35
In a complex world, MIDLIFE searches out the influences and events
that affect the lives of its readers, recounts the information in simple,
everyday language, and suggests appropriate action to effect change.

-(11 MTnT ,TFF. is P.::I~Vto rp.::Iti ohip.C'tivp.. nraetical. and strives to exnand.

tions and publishing houses. The Institute
is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization
devoted to research and publishing of
practical and theoretical works on the
communication of information.

. The Institute does' research on all
aspects of communication, studies the
ways that freedom of the press can be ex-
tended to more people, and informs women
who have a special interest in media of new

, developments in the field.
One of the Institute's contributions

to research is Women in Media: A Docu-
mentary Source Book by Maurine Beasley
and Sheila Silver. The book, published in
August of this year and distributed by the
Institute, is a historical anthology begin-
ning with Mary Katherine Goddard's 1970
"Petition to U.S. Senate," and ending with
"Satellite Communication: Women in'

.Media of the Future."
Allen is not alone' in her advocacy,

of press rights for women. Associates in
the Institute include Passages author Gail;'
Sheehy; 'Gloria Steinem and. Patricia Car-
bine, founders of Ms. magazine; Women
and Madness 'autho.r Phyllis Chesler;
Susan Brownmiller, author of Against
Our Will; Robin Morgan, Sisterhood is
Powerful author; also Janice Blue, Gab-
rielle Cosgriff and. Gertrude Barnstone,
founders of Houston Breakthrough.

From Donna Allen's original idea,
the Institute has grown to a network of
approximately 400 associates around the
country, all of them committed to 'non-
discriminatory employment of' women in
media and better coverage of women's
issues, Media Report expands the network
even further with some 1,000 Individual
subscriptions and about 500 more to li-
braries, journalism schools, editors and
station managers

.To subscribe or share ideas, write
Dr. Donna Allen,. WQmen's Institute for
Freedom of the Press, 3306 Ross Place
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.
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the problems created by 'a male-dominated
press. They are: 1) "no attacks on people";
2) "more factual information with full
texts and direct quotes where possible";
and 3) "people should speak for them-
selves." While Allen uses these criteria for

FU'St of its kind:
EQUALOctmCONTRACT

for:
Marrying, Married, or Col\abiting Adults

t

I

Model agreement for living together equally, non sexist; Negotiation tool,
discussion aid, relationship review, Do-It-Yourself work booklet with all tasks
& roles negotiable.

Sample agreements cover basic areas for living together, promote open
exchange, reduce conflict & manipulation & lead to increased intimacy, autonomy
& responsiveness. Legal precedents noted for feminist concepts, Humanistic
guidelines for separation/divorce & reading references.

Developed & tested professionally by J. & P. Baute.
Copy $3.00 Quantity rates for classes & agencies; ask for lists of other forms-

& checklists used in developing awareness & communication skills in
grps, edctn, cnslng, "

, "\

INSTITUTE FUR HUMAN RESroNSIVENESS
Dept. H, 6200 Winchester Road '
Lexington, KY 40511

,; ,
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I
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braries, journalism schools, editors and
station managers,

To subscribe or share ideas, write
Dr. Donna Allen" Women's Institute for
Freedom of the Press, 3306 Ross Place
N.W.,Washington, D.C. 20008.

In addition to Media Report to
Women, the Women's Institute for Free-
dom of the Press, also founded by Allen,
-publishes an annual index and directory
which lists more than 500 women in
media, women's PJesse>s, library," collec-

fi1 MIDLIFE ... the newsletter for young women over 35
In a complex world, MIDLIFE searches out the influences and events
that affect the lives of its readers, recounts the information in simple,
everyday language, and suggests appropriate action to effect change.

-ii'I MIDLIFE is easy to read, objective" practical, and strives to expand,
enrich, and improve the direction and scope of your life..

To subscribe, or to request a' sample copy of MIDLIFE, clip on
the dotted line below, fill out form, and send to:-------------------.-----------------MIDLIFE
Box 13475-8
St. Petersburg, FL 33733
My check or cash enclosed for:

One year subscription, 10 issues,
Sample. copy .... ..

$10.00 0
$ 1.00 0

Address , ".. , , ... ---------------------------'
City , "_;; ,_" : , .State , Zip , _
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( Owned by American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. e

WELCOME

NATIONAL WOMEN'S
"

CONFERENCE
"

TO HOUSTON

from
/

. "" "

KXYZ 1320.AM
&

-. ~~. i, ,~~.. \ j •

KAUM·,96.5 FM

WATCH' WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN.

DETERMINED WOMEN
GET,TOGETHER.

There's sure to be plenty happening at the National Women's
Conference, and you're not going to want to miss any of it. But you
can't be everywhere at once. We can.

Sara Lowrey, Maria Sanchez and Sharon Speer of KPRC- TV will
be on the floor every day. Then, they'll give you a complete look at
what's been happening every evening on our 6: 00 P.M. newscast.

At 9:00 A.M. on Friday, November 18, we'll present a one-hour
special called "Are You Listening?" hosted by Martha Stuart .

. Add to that the Big 2 News Conference, where we'll interview one
of the more important delegates, and you'll see Channel 2 is the best
place to get an overview of what's going on.

After the day's sessions, settle down for a while. Turn on 2. Watch
what happened. Then get ready for tomorrow.

WATCH SARA LOWREY, MARIA
SANCHEZ AND SHARON SPEER,
KPRC-TV NEWSPERSONS, WITH
FULL CONVENTION COVERAGE
ON BIG 2 NEWS AT 6.
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The face of St. Therese of

the Child Jesus takes the
place of George Washington
on the front of the new Equal
Justice Reserve Notes issued
by a Roman Catholic group
that is working for equality
for women in the church.

The Quixote Center in
Rainer, Maryland, is asking
Catholics to put the notes in
church collection plates, in-
stead of real dollars, to pro-
test the Vatican's policies on
women and particularly its
recent refusal to grant women
ordination as priests.

The reverse side of the
bills, printed in a soft, mon-
ey-like green, reads: "To en-
courage the Church to cele-
brate gifts and calls of wom-
en equally with those of men
in all ministries, I am with-
holding one dollar from this
collection." The donor is
then asked to fill in her or his
name, and the name of the
cause or group that is getting
the real dollar and to drop
the note into the collection
basket.

St. Therese was a nine-
teenth century Carmelite nun
who, because she could not
become a priest, prayed that
she would die at 24, then the
age of ordination, so that she
could celebrate in heaven "at
the age men could celebrate
the eucharist on earth." She
died at 24.

Groups wishing supplies of

Rev. Helen Havens

KumBaya
By Beverly Hebert

Kum Baya (Come By Here) is the
name for a roped-off space at Seneca Falls
South (West Hall, Convention Center)
where trained volunteers will offer coun-
seling during the IWY Conference.

The Kum Baya idea is designed to
reduce the stress that can prevent indivi-
duals on different sides of the issues from
hearing one another. It i~g spons?red

.~
grassroots .movement of religious women
who came" together as individuals rather
than as official representatives of our
churches or congregations. Working to-
gether all summer has been exciting for us
and we think the benefits will continue
long after the conference is over. We hope
an ecumenical foundation is being laid."

Committee members said the Kum
Baya concept underscores their belief
that concern for human needs can over-
come bitter antagonism. Elizabeth Whit-
low, volunteer training coordinator, said
she is attempting to involve women with
different viewpoints to serve as listeners.

"We want to include people such as
the Mormon women who are opposed to
the IWY recommendations and who will
listen from that perspective." She said the
role of the listener is not to criticize or
convert but to be available to those who
need to express their feelings. ,

Carol Kellerher and Charlene Torres
of the Family Service Center trained volun-
teers to know how to function as sounding
boards. Professional counselors will also
be on hand to offer assistance with deeper
problems. -

Rothko Chapel on the University of
St. Thomas campus is the site for the
group's second project-an Interfaith Wor-
ship Service. The service will emphasize
that women can transcend their differences

~ 'and find strength in sisterhood. .
;0 Private buses will take delegates to
~ the Interfaith. Worship Service, to be held
z at 8: 30 a.m. and 10 a.m. Sunday. Havenso will offer communion to thosewho wish to
Z receive it after the first service.
rn The liturgy has five segments express-

ing what the participants have experienced
together-faith, strength, communication,
unity and affirmation. These elements also
form the basis for a dance that will be per-
formed to music by Aaron Copeland.
Choreographer Joan Karf described the
movements of the dance as/lyrical. She said
they convey woman searching within her-
self-then reaching out to God.

One of the songs being used, Woman
of Faith, was written by Delores Wilken-
feld and Millie Cowen, both members of
Temple Emmanuel. None of the songs or
prayers contain sexist language.

Sister Frances Klinger, coordinator
of the committee, said that one of the first
decisions the group made centered on the
nature of the service. "We decided it would
~~ __ 1-.. _____.•....;1" ..•._.:"""............._.f A;,.,O ..•.C!.1.t'r_uLP
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cause or group that is getting
the real dollar and to drop
the note into the collection
basket.

St. Therese was a nine-
teenth century Carmelite nun
who, because· she could not
become a priest, prayed that
she would die at 24, then the
age of ordination, so that she
could celebrate in heaven "at
the age men could celebrate.
the eucharist on earth." She
diedat 24.

Groups wishing supplies of
the notes should write to '5
Maureen Fiedler, RSM, Qui-
xote Center, 3311 Chauncey
Place No. 301, ML Rainer.
Md. 20822.
Reprinted with permission
from Women's Agenda,.' 370
Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y.,
10017. Subscription rates are
$10 per year or $18 for two
years by individual check,
$20 per year by institutional
check, Single copies, $1.25.

7 j-

C·, ~tholics
, FOra

• _Free
r.,Choice

201 Massachusetts Avenue
N. E. #105
Washington, D. C. 20002
(202) 546-4523

WE BELIEVE:

,,"urIIDUYU

By Beverly Hebert

, . . ?'
Kum Baya (Come' By Here) is the

name for a roped-off space at Seneca Falls
South (West Hall, Convention .Center)
where trained volunteers will offer coun-
seling during the IWY Conference.

The' Kum Baya idea is designed to
reduce the stress that can prevent indivi-
duals on different sides of the issues from
hearing one another. It is being sponsored '
by' a Houston·area' ad . hoc committee
whose members are Catholic, Jewish, Pro-
testant and Baha'i.

The Kum Baya project is part ofa
double effort the group is making to sup-
port the goals of the conference-especially
the goal of providing a f',rum for discus-
sion of women's issues. The group has also
scheduled a special Interfaith Worship
Service on Sunday. '

The Rev. Helen Havens, assistant
rector at St. Francis Episcopal Church,
said, "This committee resulted from a

form the basis for a dance thai;iii-b'; pe;-
formed to music by Aaron Copeland,
Choreographer Joan Karf described the
movements of the dance as1yrical. She said
they convey woman searching within her-
self-then reaching out to God.

One of the songs beingused, Woman
of Faith, was written by Delores Wilken-
feld and Millie Cowen, both members of
Temple Emmanuel. None of the songs or
prayers contain sexist language.

Sister Frances Klinger, coordinator
of the committee, said that one of the first
decisions the group made centered on the
nature of the service, "We decided it would
not 'be a' compilation' of 'diversity-we,
wanted to create something from ourcom-
mon beliefs." The overali theme is: I and
You becoming We.

The unity segment of the service will
focus on contemplation of a bird figure-
the symbol of IWY also used by 'the Baha'i
faith as a unity symbol. Mary Helen Brown
will give- an interpretation: "Humanity is
a bird with two wings-one 'Is a woman,
one is a man. The bird can only soar when
each acts in coordination and advances
equally."

Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation .. @Ii)
... a continental organization dedicated to uphold and _
extend the philosophy of liberal religion while- stressing
woman power potential ...

Current Program Focus: "A Ministry To, For, By, and Among
Women," working towards solutlons to problems faced by
older and displaced women, passage of ERA and reasonable
abortion laws, ellminatton of sexist stereotyping, and other
concerns of girls and women in today's changing society.

VISIT OUR BOOTH .. No. 133

Booth co-sponsors: the Unitarian Universalist Association,
Beacon Press, and the Unitarian Universalist Service
Committee.

Reproductive freedom is everyone's right and that
each woman has the right to make decisions regarding
abortion and contraception in accord with her own

·conscience. We oppose any efforts to deny this right
of conscience through constitutional amendment, andl
or feder~l and state legislation.
INDIV~DUAL MEMBERSHIPS ... $10
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EUDORA WELTY: "I don't really
like people knowing my age, but nobody
does. I don't like to feel that it's public
property, that it is okay to ask someone
how old they are, because I would never
ask someone how old they are. I don't
really care, I guess, but just like other parts
of my private life, I would like to keep
it private.

"In the South's old way of looking
at things, the great belle remained the belle.
for all her life, with everyone dancing
attendance. You know that kind. I don't
think that's very prevalent anymore. In
fact, I think it is an anachronism, and
shouldn't be prevalent. I think we have to
live with real life, and not count on people
flattering us with, 'Oh, you're just as young
as you ever were.' I think we have to be
realistic.

"I want to do as much
as I ever did,and I don't
want to slack off."

"I haven't had any trouble so far
doing the things that I used to do, but I
notice the difference in the effort it takes,
and that's a bore. It is boring to think that
you can't ignore things like that. Because
the thing is, I want to do as muph as I ever
did, and I don't want to slack off.

. "I like the idea of not forcing people
to retire, because, that's exactly the way I
would feel. I want to keep working as long
as I possibly can and would be miserable
not doing so. And I feel many professional
people, like teachers, only gain in respon-
sibility and value as they grow older. And
that is good that that is being recognized
and allowed to be a factor. I don't see how
you can make a general rule. There are
some people who ought to quit functioning
when they are 45, and. others can go on as
long as they live. I think it's terribly indi-
vidual, and that's one of the things I think
a law would have a hard time coping with."

INGOF

Louise Nevelson, sculptor
BARBARA JORDAN: "I would

favor removing the mandatory retirement
age completely, as long as it remains volun-
tary. Those that want to work longer: let
them work longer. But if they want tore-
tire, let them retire. I object to (he manda-
tory element altogether.

"The only thing that changing the
mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70
does is to permit those who desire, to work
longer to work longer, but it certainly does
not remove discrimination on the basis of
age. But, as you probably know, most
bills now concerning removal of discrimi-
nation, and the establishment of basic
rights, do include a proviso of no discrimi-
nation on the basis, of age along with the
other traditional things which are included
in such legislation, like race, sex and
religion.

" ...Changing the
mandatory retirement,
age ...certainly does not
remove discrimination
on the basisof aae."

LOUISE NEVELSON: "The French
women have always said if you'll tell your
age, you'll tell anything, right? Women
have· always concealed their age because .
they were playing up either to get married
or not to get married, or to get a job you
had to be younger. I'm so proud of my age, GLORIA STEINEM: "The whole
every day that I get old and what I've done phenomenon of, discovering a bright,
every day, that I couldn't possibly feel new face, whether it is in Hollywood,
anything but pride. I just had a birthday, or Washington, or in the legal profession,
I'm 78, and my richest time is even now. or anywhere, is an age bias. There are,
I mean on all levels. My work is reaching many people who reach their productive
into greater areas, my own development peak or change their profession or accom-
and awareness of these things and certainly plish something substantial-probably most
I still have a great many friends of both' people-at an older age. And yet they
sexes, and, you know, there's no let-up on aren't paid the same attention. We (at Ms.)
anything. So why should I conceal my age, made a conscious effort to be the first and
for what reason?, only women's magazine that has ever put

"Also, I think it is a state of mind. old women with' wrinkles on the cover. If
I like .to keep the mind very clear, and. I you'll notice the other women's magazines,
don't want any hidden secrets upstairs you'll see that they never have someone.
here in my head. And if I had to conceal on the cover who does not appear to be
my age.ithat would just be.another burden young and pretty. They may be a bit older
to me. than 22, but still they look 22.
. "A person like myself, and there are "I tried to drum up some feeling of

others, we've been public people now since panic upon reaching 40, but I really
1940 or earlier, so, say, almost 40 years. couldn't. I thought that one was supposed
Well, if you've been held up and accepted to, and I thought it might actually be help-
by the press and by the public as a profes- ful, because I think one of the good func-
~l{'\n~l ::ITti~t of sr arid ino Wf":l1 of C:()llr~f>: :l~ .oL-=_-'-- __ C a.t, 1::: __ 4.": C .•.• ~~.::_~ .: •.• +1-.. •..••.

Gloria Steinem; writer/editor
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not doing so. And-neel many professiona
people, like teachers, only gain in respon-
sibility and value as they grow older. And
that is good that that is being recognized
and allowed to be a factor. I don't see how
you can make a general rule. There are
some people who ought to quit functioning
when they are 45, and others can go on as
long as they live. I think it's terribly indi-
vidual, and that's one of the things I think
a law would have a hard time coping with."

EUdora Welty, witer

nation, and the establishment of-basic
rights, do include a proviso of no discrimi-
nation on the basis of age along with the
other traditional things which are included
in such legislation, like race, sex and
religion.

" ...Changing the
mandatory retirement
age ...certainly does not
remove discrimination
on the basisof age."

"The House removed altogether the
ceiling on the amount of money a person
who receives Social Security may earn
without losing any of his Social Security.
The Ways and Means Committee voted to
raise the amount of money one could work
and earn, and. still receive Social Security,
from its present level, about $3,000, to
ultimately $4,500, and that was the ap-
proach I favored. I voted against removing
the ceiling altogether because 1 think Social
Security ceases then to be an insurance-
type program, which it is supposed to be,
for people whose .regular earnings have
'stopped. But if you are going to say, 'Cor-
porate Executive, you may continue to
make ,$300,000 a 'year and receive Social
Security,' then I think that gets a little bit
bizarre, and of course I've given an extreme
example. but the point is still made."

oorg- ••._.,.· •...•••-.a: __ ~-l7~'""-:&-,.----- .•TI~·

IstilCliave a great many friendsoCboth-people-at an -older age. And yet they
sexes, and, you know, there's no let-up on aren't paid the same attention. We (at Ms.)
anything. So why should I conceal my age, made a conscious effort to be the first and
for what reason?', only women's magazine that has ever put

"Also, I think it is a state of mind. old women with wrinkles on the cover. If
1 like to keep the mind very clear, and I you'll notice the other women's magazines,
don't want any hidden secrets upstairs you'll see that they never have someone'.
here in my head. And if 1 had to conceal on the cover who does not appear to be
my age, that would just be another burden young and pretty. They 'may be a bit older
to me. than 22, but still they look 22.

"A person like myself, and there are "I tried to drum up some feeling of
others, we've been public people now since panic upon reaching 40, but 1 really
1940 or earlier, so, say" almost 40 years. couldn't. I thought that one was supposed
Well, if you've been held up and accepted to, and 1 thought it might actually be help-
by the press and by the public as a profes- ful, because I think one of the good func-
sional artist of standing, well, of course as tions of the realization of ageing is that

.you get older, more or less, your reputa- you make better use of your time. Unfor-
tion is enhanced. That's different than the tunately , I'm afraid I still think I'm im-
everyday other kind of work." mortaL

"I think it's important that the lobby
of older people has apparently succeeded
in getting the mandatory retirement age
extended. You. have to do that with care,
because it is a social step one has to do in
stages, so you make sure you don't deprive
young people of jobs. But in fact it seems
that people who can afford to retire are the
ones who do retire, and the ones who are
poor and need to work are the ones who
work. It ends up being rather just in the
long run, and still making the same num-
ber of jobs for younger people. Unfortu-
nately, I noticed that the Administration
failed to remove the salary limit for Social
Security. I think they should do that.
You've paid that money; you should be
able to get it out."Barbara Jordan, US representative

checks
Waiting

By Wendy Haskell Meyer

Remember when you were 12 and
wanted so badly to look 16? Or perhaps
when you were 17 and needed to be 21?
Looking older Wasa gift then. A ticket. An
entree into the real world, to freedoms,

'rights, responsi'bilities.
Remember that the next time you

are asked your age. Analyze why you may
be tempted to shave a few years off the
true number. Think carefully about what
that white lie is doing to you and to every-
one else who, like yourself-for none of us
is immune-must grow older.

When you lie about your age, you
affirm your fear of being treated as a lesser
person should you enter that indefinable
period of life when you are "older." And
your lie says to yourself and the world that
to be older is to be back where you may
have found yourself in adolescence: when
you felt powerless; unemployable, re-
stricted, dependent, intractable, difficult,
a child.

A Heavy Investment

Lying about your age is your affirma-
tion that old is awful: ergo, if you are old,
you will be awful. Lying about your age is
like "passing" for white when you were
black and living in a Southern city in the
1950's. Lying about your age is like pre-
tending you were gentile in Germany in the
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1930's. It's.awliyyou-iriaYhave-perc-tirved
of disassociating yourself from a group that
has been, in our culture (but by no means
in every culture), stripped of dignity and
power and labeled and stereotyped as, yes,
powerless, unemployable, restricted, de-
pendent, intractable, difficult, childlike.

But there's a difference here. Your
investment is heavy, because unlike the
pale Negroid and the blond, snub-nosed
Jew, who could escape the stereotypes per-
manently, you cannot forever put off this
label of "older." Eventually it must come
to you as to us all.

I send this message especially to
women and men now in their 30s, 40s, and
50s, because I believe we are the generation
that will change the stereotypes about age.
Sadly, I do not address this as much to
women and men over 60; it may be too

late for them. With many wonderful excep-
tions (who could easily become the rule if
our expectations will but change), vast
numbers of the millions of persons oyer 65
accept their place as somehow-diminished
human beings. Talk of age power may be
as meaningless to them as was talk of black
power to older blacks who had been ser-
vants fora lifetime. I realized this when I
spoke to the director of a Houston senior
center about the possibility of politicizing
the several hundred men and women who
come there every day for cards and conver-
sation. No, she said, they would not be the
least bit interested in associating them-
selves with something like the Gray' Pan-
thers, a militant group championing senior
rights. No, she said, these quiet conserva-
tives were not concerned with anything
but getting along on their Social Security
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BETTY FRIEDAN: "When I was
quite young myself, I would have thought
a woman of my age was quite old. And
now I feel quite young. When I was in my
late 30s, I felt older than I did when Iwas
in my late 40s. After Iwrote The Feminine
Mystique, and all of life started opening up
for me, I felt younger somehow than I did
earlier. As long as I really move in my
own life, then age doesn't concern me. I
think it's a different phenomenon for dif-
ferent people, depending on what you are
really doing with your life and in your life.

Interviews by Cathy Cashion

MARGARET MEAD: "The older
people I knew when I was a child were all
lively, alert people, sothat I grew up with
an expectation that older people would be
lively and alert. Whereas in this generation,
the younger people are growing up seeing a
great many very feeble old people who are-
being kept alive like vegetables. So that this
generation is afraid of age, afraid of ageing.
You see, they are not afraid of death, but
they are afraid of ageing. I had two. grand-
mothers who. were bath very' alert. One of
them died at 97. So I had pea ple in the
family, and a very few people in the neigh-
borhood. But I never saw one of these
slaw, dependent deteriorations that are so ,
frequent todav.

"' grew Up with an expeq-
tation that older people \
would be livelyand alert.'S

"I ,think the government .should be
working' an the creation of communities
where older people can live/with the rest,
of society. And this is primarily a question
of housing. The way we have been building
in the last 30 years, we build houses that
are suitable far only one age group, you
see, and there's no. place for people to. re-
tire within the communities where their
children and grandchildren live. That seg-
regates them from young people, robs the
young pea ple of the presence of the old
people, and the old people of the partici-
pation in ongoing life."
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MAYA ANGELOU: "I've paid dearly
for the years. I wouldn't say nothing has
been given to me. Each day Iwork to make
it a worthwhile day, and each year I have,
thank Gad, some achievement. I'm very
proud to be my age. I'm very grateful.

"My mother used to be tald-she's
very young-looking and, very fit-when I
was growing up, and even as an adult,
people would tell her, 'Vivian, you
shouldn't say Maya is your daughter; you
should say she's your sister.' She used to
say, 'Listen, she owes me nine months
carrying charge and a 10-month milk bill
that she can never repay. And I want it
always known that she's my daughter.'
In the same way, I have no compunction
about admitting or relishing my son's age.
I'm proud to have a san who is 31. And
usually when I say that, people's mouths
drop and they are startled. But he's paid
for his 31 years, and am I to deny him five
years or I0 year~ by saying he's 21?

''As Iapproach 50 I find
myself possibly freer."

"I am a person with, I suppose, the
ordinary sexual needs. Or not maybe ordi-
nary, but the usual needs of human beings;
ordinary .....makes it seem dull. I have a sen-
suality because I enjoy life. I enjoy it all.
As I approach 50, I find myself possibly
freer. That doesn't come from the preg-
nancy potential, because I haven't had
that for many years, but I am happily
married. That takes a lot of the edge, the
frustration, the negative edge off of sex-
uality, because I'm happily married. I
don't have to go to look for Mr. Goodbar."

CARMEN VOTAW: "I think one's
perspective changes with age, and perhaps
one of the things that it does is temper a
little bit your approach to things. But I,
don't feel that it changes very, much the
impatience that one feels about things
that are undone in terms of society; things
that you feel need to. be done and that are
not being done. I don't, think it tempers
•.1...•..••. lp..:_..:1 __ •..•_& .: .••.:~_~~ ,;__ : ••.1- ..•.. . J

Mlya Angelou, poet

"As long as Imove in my
own life,then age
doesn't concern me."

"There's such a vitality in people
now in their 50s and 60s and even their,
70s. My own mother is 78 and she's won-
derful and full of vitality. These are people
who, as they have this vitality and are very
knowledgeable, are not going to settle for
being shunted aside. I think that there
should not be forced retirement at 60 or
65. I think that the interests of those who
are that age coincide with the interests of
men and women in childbearing years,
that there should be shorter and flexible
hours of work."

Betty Friedan, founder of NOW
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CARMEN VOTAW: "I think one's
perspective changes with age, and perhaps
one of the things that it does is temper a
little bit your approach to things. But I·
don't feel that it changes very much the
impatience that one feels about things
that are undone in terms of society; things
that you feel need to be done and that are
not being done. I don't, think it tempers
that kind of impatience with systems and
attitudes and so on. But it makes you more
thoughtful, I think. It makes you look into
things more deeply.

"I think that older women may be MARABEL MORGAN:, "Whenever I
viewed by others as less sensual or desir- , am asked about -rny age, I do not feel un-
able, but I think the vitality of a person is comfortable in any way. I am proud to be
really what makes her magnetic or attrac- age 40. I feel young, in fact younger than I
tive or call it what you may. And that is did at 21, and proud of my accomplish-
something that' some people have at any ,ments., ,
age, and others don't. And I think that one "I have not lied about my age for
can perceive people at different ages having "many years. When I was younger, I probab-
that quality of tremendous attraction and ly pretended I was a bit older than my
it is involved in the personality. So I think actual age, but now there is no need to kid
that society as a whole views women as , .anymore, especially myself. As a wife,
'over the hill' much earlier than they view ' mother, author and president of my own
themselves individually as 'over the hill.' organization (The Total Woman), I am
On the whole, I think that sexual attrac- thrilled with the plan that God has for me.
tion is something that can last for a long In Proverbs 31 :25, the writer says that a
time according to people's personalities woman who fears the Lord has no fear of

i1A/ftn' tMr~~A hro /0' and their vitality and dynamic approach U~~~J. I ~"~!to old age. As the years go by, in His plan
H.&U5aTe eaa.ant. po gzst to things." lY.&.UUUe Jrlurgan, a~t ~ things just get better and bett~~
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checks and passing time ... waiting. .. woman-young, middle-aged, or old-who tologist and author of A Good Age;~be.. Prophecies have a way of being fulfilled be-
Waiting for what? Certainly not for me. thinks his or her youthful appearance is lieves old people are deluded by not realiz- ' cause people's attitudes and expectations

more important to survival and happiness ing that retirement is unemployment. He make things happen that way.
than is making plans for the next ~O years. urges us all to make a middle-age reassess-, ,I'm no' advising .that anY,one give up
Your looks may change, and wnnkles (I ment aimed at planning what he calls one's trymg to look attractive, fashionable and
like to call them character lines) will come, "second trajectory," or second career, and up-to-date. That is as much a choice to
but if you use your mind and body to their gives some specific strategies for doing so. ,those persons now in their 50s as it was in
fullest, there is strong evidence that your Read Comfort's book and next time their 20s. But looking fashionable need not
vigor-mental, physical, spiritual, and you are tempted to lie about your age, re- be synonymous with looking younger. I
sexual-will not be lessened. As my 80- member that you are affirming the myth was as saddened as a little girl to see my
year-old friend, John Carley, told me short- that getting older is, despite the ads, not 65-year-old grandmother with red hair rib-
ly after receiving his Ph.D. in health and better, that it is entry onto the slopes for bons in her bleached hair as I am today to
physical education at the University of an all-downhill run. Why not recall instead see an l l-year-old in a padded bra, lipstick,
Houston last summer: "If you don't keep that it's just as easy to die climbing a plucked eyebrows and heels.
your mind challenged, you'll lose it. It's mountain- as-from'-malmiirition? Probably I would like to see men and women
such a gradual process that lots of folks easier, in fact. ' over 45 celebrate their age with enthusi-
don't know it's happening until it's too You cannot stop your chronological asm, delight and pride. Without shame or
late. I'm going to wear out, not rust out." clock from ticking on, minute by minute' apology. Maybe it will take hundreds of us,

John Carley's .advice about retire- and year by 'year. But you can do some- affirming our wonder and pleasure in anti-
ment is "Don't." Dr. Alex Comfort, geron- thing about people's attitudes about aging. Continued on page 34

Society's Other Myths

So to whom do I speak? I speak to
women more than to men because ageism
is more intense and insidious in women.
This stems from society's other myths:
that women are twice as diminished by age
ast men; that it's okay for older men to
take up with young women but not for
older women to pair off with young men;
that it is permissible for an older man to
have some remnants of sexual vigor (al-
though even he 'may be accused of being "a
dirty old man") but that older women's
sexual desires dry up as certainly as does
their menstrual flow.

And I'm speaking to every man and
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Wine~omen& long
By Blake Green

There is wine-a frosty bottle of
Reisling on, the table; women -one swaying
to and fro in the big rocking chair, others
moving about in a back room of the Mis-
sion district flat. And, there is song-or
rather, a lot of talk about a particular kind,
of music.

Margaret Adam, songwriter, pianist
and singer, nestles her curly head against
the rocker's back, sips her glass and dls-:
cusses the relatively new, still predomi-
nately underground musical phenomenon
of which she is a part: women's music..

Women have been creators and prac-
titioners of the art since its inception. The
muses, after all, were goddesses,

But female talent and its influence
have been viewed as secondary to their
male counterparts. "We ow'e, our musical
heritage," Adam says, not without the'
proper appreciation, "to three northern
European, white, middle to upper-class
men: Bach, Schoenberg and Stockhausen."

Lyrics written by men have often
been notoriously sexist ("just like a silver
dollar goes from hand to hand, a Woman
goes from man to man") and those by
women songwriters also have reflected the
dependent, subsidiary role of women.

Throughout the country, there are
probably no 'more than 20 female musi-
cians-Holly Near, Chris Williamson, Meg
Christian, along with Adam, are among
the best known-who make their living in
this area. The first National Women's Music
Festival in Illinois in 1974 was when "we

'got focus," Adam says.
"Wornansong," as Adams calls it,

"represents a validation of women in gen-
eral. It is one of many entities in women's
culture that models strength" and its goals
are consistent with feminist strivings for
"self-affirmatlon. "

Aside from the 'obvious 'aspects of
this type of music-that it is written and
performed (and, idealistically, recorded,
distributed and promoted) by females,
Adam says it differs from traditional
music in three areas.

The first, lyric content, is fairly ob-
vious. Writers start "with the assumption
that each person' in a relationship.is strong
instead of two' weak parts making one
whole." No more "if you leave me, I shall
surely die."

Performance, the second, means "the'
connection between the audience and the
performer . . . the performer's willingness
to be vulnerable. Honesty is what women's
music is all about. When I'm done perform-

'ing I go right into the audience or the
lobby. It isreal important to break down
the distance .. . to' de-mystify the per-
former."

the third area, form "is the most dif-
ficult to explain." Adam's own style has
been described as a combination of "jazz,
pop, ballad and soft .rock." She says she,
has a "neo-classical, neo-romantic" music
background coming from "my dad who
wrote show tunes and my mother who
played classical.

"Women's music," she says, "is as
broad as women are. One of the main
things . .' . is our willingness to experiment
... to do things you're not supposed to be
able to do with rhythm, tone, melody and
chords.

Reprinted from the San Francisco Chronicle, January 28,1976.

In whatever form, women's music Proving that this kind of music and
includes a deliberate attempt at conscious- hers in particular is not "anti-male but
ness-raising, not only "to focus attention pro-woman" is, she says, one ot the most
on oppression," Adam says, but to present important aspects of her performance.
opportunities not often available to wom-: Margie Adam lives in Davis, Calif.,
en in all areas of the industry-lighting "where the 'streets end in fields-much
and sound, for instance, as well as per- like Lompoc, the town where I grew up,"
forming and writing. and she admits quite candidly that her age'

This means, she says, "that we have -28-is not the only reason she has not
to spend a lot of time and energy finding been a feminist for long.
women able to do these things. If a woman "I used to think: 'what's this poli-
is hired only because she's a' woman, we'll tics, man?' I just wanted to get up on the
destroy ourselves." stage and sing. But I wasn't in touch with

By what Adam calls "some joyous my privilege. I had grown up in a middle-
quirk of fate'," she has financial backing class family and been given everything. I
for her first album "with total artistic was encouraged to be a strong woman all
freedom. It is a tremendous responsibility. my life. My parents said you can do any-
There is no sense in making an all-woman' thing and I believed them. What involved
product if that's all you can say about it." me in women's music was' the realization

Feminism and music' seem strange of how many women didn't have that
bedfellows' to some people. Even those support." , _ '
who 'accept the association sometimes Now she feels that "when a woman
assume that strident, martial sounds should has the space" to say something publicly
be the natural outcome-not exactly the and she chooses to say " 'I'm not into
"beautiful sounds," Adam talks about. , , women's lib, I've always been indepen-

Men are not always welcome at worn- dent,' that sets us back. I find that wom-
en's music concerts. "Some women," said an accountable by her ignorance.
Barbara Price, .California concert promoter, "Feminism," Adam says, "is abso-
"just feel more comfortable in the com- lutely consistent with humanism. Wom-
pany of other women, and we want to en's music has a tremendous capacity to
accommodate them, too.'" heal. A lot of people would like to dis-

Even when men are invited-as they miss the whole women's movement as a
usually' are to Adam's concerts-the audi- bunch of lesbians.
ence initially seems to expect from her "There's no question about it,"
what she describes as a "virulent attack on she says, "the audience .~'~ispart lesbian,
men-ugliness and threatening. You have but it is part bisexual and part straight. It
this feeling that the audience is-just waiting spans all, relationships. What women's
for the thing that's gonna freak them." music is' trying to say," she says, leaning

It is hard to imagine Adam, who con- forward,"is that it is important that we
veys a certain gentleness when she is -men and women-are all strong so that no
ather most earnest and positive, as purve- one messes over anyone."
yor of militant hostility. '

Copyright Chronicle Publishing Company 1976. MARGIE ADAM, singer, songwriter and pianist



she says, the audience ''is part lesbian,
but it is part bisexual and part straight. It
spans all relationships. What women's
music is trying to say," she says, leaning
forward, "is that it is important that we
-men and women-are all strong so that no
one messes over anyone."

ependent, suosidiary role of-Women.
Throughout the country, there are

probably no more than 20 female musi-
cians-Holly Near, Chris Williamson, Meg
Christian, along with Adam, are among
the best known-who make their living in
this area. The first National Women's Music
Festival in illinois in 1974 was when "we

wrotFSnow tune-s-an
played classical.

"Women's music," she says, "is as
broad as women are. One of the main
things . ., is our willingnessto experiment
... to do things you're not supposed to be
able to do with rhythm, tone, melody and
chords.

what she descrioes as a "virulent attacK on
men-ugliness and threatening. You have
this feeling that the audience is just waiting
for the thing that's gonna freak them."

It is hard to imagine Adam, who con-
veys a certain gentleness when she is
ather most earnest and positive, as purve-
yor of militant hostility. .

Reprinted from the San Francisco Chronicle, January 28,1976. Copyright Chronicle Publishing Company 1976. MARGIE ADAM, singer, songwriter and pianist
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All Woman Crew Produces

Seneca Falls South Event
By Janis Wilson-Williams

How to transform a mammoth con-
vention center over 2,000 miles away into
a 1,000-seat theatre working only from
blueprints was the challenge facing Women
in Production, a California-based, all-
woman crew handling staging, lighting
'and sound for the 25 hours of Seneca Falls
South entertainment.

Conference delegates and partici-
'Pants can judge their success at any of the
40 scheduled performances running from
9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
and culminating in the Sunday evening
Music Revue.

Seneca Falls South will include per-
formers in a variety of fields-drama,
dance, mime and music from rock to clas-
sical. The event has been completely pro-
duced by women, all of whom have volun-
teered their time and talent.

Eleven women from San Francisco
agement, sound and lights make up the
production team.

"We designed this whole set-up from
a blueprint of the hall," said Barbara Price,

an attorney who founded Women in Pro-
duction. "We were sent the dimensions of
the hall and that's it. Putting together the
staging, sound equipment, lighting and
building the stage-all that was up to us.
We've been at work since Tuesday to make
this room into a theatre.
_ "Part of the excitement is working

with women in the production field from
other parts of the U.S.," said Price. "Leni
Schwendinger, for example, has her own
lighting company in the Bay Area, and UJ

she's working with Betsy Toth, whose com- .~
pany is in Washington, D.C." ~

The company is also responsible for 0
producing the Sunday night Revue in the !!:!
Music -Hall, featuring Malvina Reynolds, ill
Sweet Honey in the Rock and' Margie ~
Adam. "Margie has been involved with us
since the beginning," says Price, "She gave
a 'benefit in conjunction with the IWY Sup-
port Coalition in LA to help pay our air
fare to Houston."

"Part of my political work is to be
supportive of stage production which helps
to present women's culture in the best

part of the all-woman technical crew
way," Adam added. '''And 'women on stage in ~ach area: stage manager Jennifer James,
can't present their best work without assisted by Penel Thronson and Elinor
good technicians." Brown; light design by Schwendinger and

Beside's Price's associate producers, Toth; and sound directed by Margot Me-
Julie Thompson and Petria Mac Donnel, Fedries and Karen Wallace and assisted by
the crew consists of at least two experts Pat Green.

STEINEM SAYS:
Delegates On The 'Edge Of History

By Mary L. Morse

Describing delegates to the National control their lives "from the skin in." enforced she said a major redistribution
Women's Conference. as "so exposed, so She said that even groups who would of wealth would take place.
vulnerable-out there on the edge of his- attempt to disrupt the conference, among To a question whether the women's
tory," Gloria Steinem termed their goal, them members of the Ku Klux Klan, have movement was anti-family, Steinem
"to make a new world." been affected in some way by the state pointed out that it was those opposed to

Speaking at the Jewish Community and national meetings, and she predicted the feminist cause who had coined this
Center Thursday evening, Steinem termed that no one who attended the conference term. She noted that such opponents were
the women's movement a "transforming could come away unchanged. "The contag- aiso working against centers tor battered
movement" rather than a revolution, a ious ideas of freedom and self-respect," wives and child abuse legislation as being
term she rejected as restrictive and violent. she said, "will spread out and mark the be- encroachments on "the family." ~

"What we are trying to do," she said, ginning of a ~ew era." , A family. in which o~e person c~:>n-
"is to bring together the full scope of Answenng questions from the au- trols all others m the group IS not a family,
humanity." , ' ~ien~e, ~tei':lem said Presi?ent Carter h~s Ste~nem contended , "but a fiefdom, in

Steinem called for women to under- no instinctive understanding of women s which there IS one whole person and a lotI ,., to 11 'L~_ ...•...•.__ · . ~
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GLORIA STEINEM

Describing delegates to the National
Women's Conference as "so exposed, so
vulnerable-out there on the edge of his-
tory ," Gloria Steinem termed their goal,
"to make a new world."

Speaking at the Jewish Community
Center Thursday evening, Steinem termed
the women's movement a "transforming
movement" rather than a revolution, a
term she rejected as restrictive and violent.

"What we are trying to do," she said,
"is to bring together the full scope of
humanity." . ,.

Steinem called for women to under-
stand the power relationships in their daily
lives, an understanding which begins "from
the skin out." This perception may start
with the realization of a simple injustice-
unequal pay for equal work-or with a con-
sciousness of the unfairness of a working
wife being totally responsible for running
the home. Understanding these power re-
lationships will result in a redefinition of
politics and a power struggle in women's
lives at a "profound level, according to
Steinem.

Identifying reproductive freedom as
eq ual in importance with freedom of
speech, Steinem said that women must

Pleiades Records
presents Margie Adam!

"

,,"~'1f

'. )(f;~i,i R E COR D S
~ ~ BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 94707

Pleiades Records,
a women's recording company,
encourages all women to contribute
to the diversity of women's music
and to share :
our growing women's culture
with everyone.

PLEIADES
POST OFFICE BOX 7217

Our current release:

Margie Adam. Songwriter ..
Record Album $6.00
Cassette Tape $6.00
Songbook $4.00
w/ guitar chords

Available from:
Women in Distribution

P.O. Box 8858
Washington, D.C. 20003

Add ·10% for postage & handling
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.)$l~'~--ra.Q,\e..&-Stiiesi~eSd.sa.
1708Sunset 528-2264 .

Now featuring
(* yBRINSON·

jazz singer and pianist
Easyhours 4:30-7 Tue-Sat

Also: paintings and drawings by Stephanie Kaldis
Lunch and dinner
Men 10-5 Tue-Fri11-midnight Sat 11-1am•. J. a•• The uptown/downhome p'ace •••••••••••••

By Mary L. Morse

control their lives "from the skin in."
She said that even groups who would

attempt to disrupt the conference, among
them members of the Ku Klux Klan, have
been affected in some way by the state
and national meetings, and she predicted
that no one who attended the conference
could come away unchanged. "The contag-
ious ideas of freedom and self-respect,"
she said, "will spread out and mark the be-
ginning of a new era."

Answering questions from the au-
dience, Steinem said President Carter has
"no instinctive understanding of women's
issues." .

On the subject of passage of the
Equal Rights Amendment, she charged that
the news media are responsible for the pub-
lic's misunderstanding of the issue. The
media, she stated, has never set forth exact-
ly what passage of the ERA would and
would not do, but rather has simply print-
ed arguments for and against the ERA.

Asked whether her attitude was "too
materialistic," she referred to the "per-
verted power structure" of American busi-
ness and said that it was "a revolutionary
act to demand a dignified wage." If, in
fact, equal pay for equal work were to be

enforced, she said, a major redistribution
of wealth would take place.

To a question whether the women's
movement was anti-family, Steinem
pointed out that it was those opposed to
the feminist cause who had coined this
term. She noted that such opponents were
aiso working against centers tor battered
wives and child abuse legislation as being
encroachments on "the family." •

A family in which one person con-
trols all others in the group is not a family,
Steinem contended, "but a fiefdom, in
which there is one whole person and a lot
of half-people." Feminists are working for
non-authoritarian kinds of families and
toward acceptance of alternative lifestyles.

In answering a question whether the
conference would support public schools'
teaching of lesbianism as an acceptable
way of life, Steinem read aloud the pro-
posed resolution on sexual preference and
stated that the problem was "accuracy in
portraying sexuality.

"We need the talents of everyone,"
she said. "If we do not establish civil rights
for women whose lifestyle is different from
our own, we will never be able to act
morally again."
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MICHELLE CAMPBELL TOTSIE STEWART

Abzug Reaffirrrs IWY Mandate
By Jeannette Brown

Bella Abzug reaffirmed Friday that
the purpose of the IWY Commission is to
allow all women to speak their views on
issues to Congress as it establishes policy
and law. She was responding to the sugges-
tion that IWY serves merely as a Congres-
sir-nally established lobby for ERA.

\ t an overflow press conference Fri-
day morning, Commission representatives
said that while some people believe there
are no barriers to women's equality, legi-
slative findings prove that barriers do exist.

When a Utah press representative
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By Jeannette Brown

Bella Abzug reaffirmed Friday that
the purpose of the IWY Commission is to
allow all women to speak their views on
issues to Congress as it establishes policy
and law. She was responding to the sugges-
tion that IWY serves merely as a Congres-
sir-nally established lobby for ERA.

\t an overflow press conference Fri-
day morning, Commission representatives
said that while some people believe there
are no barriers to women's equality, legi-
slative findings prove that barriers do exist.

When a Utah press representative
questioned the "us/them" mentality of the
IWY Commission, Abzug pointed out that
the Commission had originally developed
a list of recommendations to be considered
at state meetings. Anti-ERA forces only be-
came involved as a reaction to those recom-
mendations, she said.

Abzug questioned the anti-ERA
TOUPS' use of the term "pro-farnilv."

"No one has a monopoly on the fam-
ily. Only 14 per cent of American families
ave the traditional one bread winner and
ne non-breadwinner family. Most of the
omen here have played or are playing
oth roles. 'Pro-family' is a surprising
erm for those (anti-ERA) issues."

ADVENTURES
IN BODY AWARENESS
You are invited to take a safari in self discovery,
personal growth, body awareness and pleasure.

• Body Massagers and Sexual Enhancers
• Books on Sexual Enrichment and Personal

Growth.
• Body Loving Lotions
• Massage Books for Getting In Touch

COME BY BOOTH # 319

Send $1.00 for catalog.
STUDIO-

P.O. BOX 4028, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78765
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Now ... offered nationally
for the first time.

traits and daily actions you can change to release your
potential abilities to their fullest. Continued development
of your "career plan of action" will help you create a new
attitude of success. You'll find yourself automatically break-
ino oid.hablts andreolacinc.themwith new. more oosltive

Phone 713/523-8142 - or
mail the attached coupon.
Your personal "LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" program will
be delivered_to_you in a compact kit including eightIf~\lQLLte~lik.e~mm.LwQmeo~v_o_u~te~tjte<LoLsemloats.~s_elt-
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Phone 713/523-8142 - or
mail the attached coupon.
Your personal "LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" program will
be delivered to you in a compact kit including eight
stimulating lectures on casette tapes ... a manual which
extends the printed text of each lesson into six applica-
tions self-evaluation tools to use before and after each
lesson a bibliography of additional study materials to
enrich your program ... AND a "career plan of action" for
you to chart your own progressive course achievement.
Subjects Covered
* The Female Overview
* Assessing Women's Talents
* Developing Winning Attitudes
..•..Human Relations
* Working Effectively with Others
* Selecting Goals

-* Preparing for Upward Mobility
* Success Is Your Choice
Special Bonus
The special convention price forthis program is $119.9~. If
you place your order during November, you will also
receive two free subscriptions to BREAKTHROUGH
as bonus gifts - one for you, and one for a friend. Orders
must be postmarked by November 30 to qualify for this
special offer. -
No Risk, Money Back Offer.
If you would like to preview the course prior to purchase,
simply sent $19.95. By return mail, you'll receive your
sample cassette containing two lessons. If you are not
completely satisfied, return the cassette within ten days
and your money will be refunded without question. How-
ever, we believe you'll want to order the complete program
after you hear the sample lessons. When your 1a-day trial
period is ended, simply mail us your check or credit card
authorization to pay for the balance due and your
"LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" course will be on its way to
you immediately.
'Copyright" Success Motivation" Institute, Inc. 1977. All rights reserved.

traits and daily actions you can change to release your
potential abilities to their fullest. Continued development
of your "career plan of action" will help you create a new
attitude of success. You'll find yourself automatically break-
ing old habits and replacing them with new, more positive
approaches to career opportunities.

"LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" can't change your life. But
through its use, YOU can ...

Now ... offered nationally
for the first time.
If you're like most women, you're tired of seminars, self-
help books and motivational courses where the only
available pronoun is "he". "LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" is
a program for women, written by a woman. The author is
Rose Dorrance, nationally recognized authority in the self-
evaluation field. She conducts seminars and workshops
for women throughout the United States, and serves as a
conference leader for the Industrial Relations Center,
California Institute of Technology.

Ms. Dorrance believes women are in the position they are
today because of attitudes and habits - the attitudes of a
male-oriented society that have simplY shut the door on a
great many career-minded women. And, as women, we've
gotten into the habit of accepting these attitudes.

"LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" helps you start on the road
to breaking old habits and acquiring new, more productive
patterns of life. The "LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" course
manual and casette le9ture tapes cover such topics as
"Developing Winning Attitudes", ''Working Effectively with
Others" and "Preparing for Upward Mobility". You set your
own pace and your own .schedule through an eight-week
course. You'll move easily through the course by using
time otherwise lost . . . in the place of your choice - at
home, in your car, or.even on your lunch break.

"LEADERSHIP FOR WOMEN" is designed to meet your
personal needs. As you absorb the content of each
presentation, the course manual guides you into six
expanding applications before you go on to the next phase
of the course. Each lesson gives clear guide-lines for
creating and implementing your own personal "career
plan of action". You will experience the excitement of
taking personal inventory of the thoughts, personality
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, Start your program '
for only $19.95 .

: 0 I accept your offer of two free 12-month subscriptions to :
BREAKTHROUGHas a bonus with my payment of $119.95 :
forthe complete course. Send the first subscription to me :
and the second to the following: '
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: writing
College.

: Name ~--------------------------~------------

: Address --:_-,;- _
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o Enclosed in$19.95 for the sample cassette .(Two lessons.) :
I understand that this amount will be applied toward the '
purchase of my full personal course. If I am not satisfied, I :
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John S. Dunn Helistop and Hermann Emergency Center

Hermann Hospital is proud to serve you as the designated Emergency
Center for the International Women's Year National Conference.

Hermann Hospital, the primary teaching hospital for The University-
of Texas Medical School at Houston, is the home of the Life Flight
air ambulance-the only helicopter transport system in Texas.

..f
.Hermann Hospital

The University Hospital
1203 Ross Sterling Ave.
Houston, Texas 77030

. (713) 797-4011
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Don't miss visiting an exhibition

of unusual handwoven rugs

andstory-teUing AFRICAN TAPESTRIES

from. the KINGDOM OF SWAZILAND

\

which will be on show at the

ALBERT THOMAS CONVENTION
AND EXHIBITION CENTER'

Between Nov. 18th-21 st from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Postal enquiries to: the kraal gallery
3530 Timmons Lane (713) 528-3144 Houston, Texas
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''Alcoholism ...
AWoman's Issue"
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By Janis Wilson-Williams

Of the 10 million alcoholics in
America today, at least half are women,
but little is being done for them, says an
official of the National Council on Al-
coholism.

"In recent years, this problem has
finally been recognized as a major one
within the feminist-humanist movements,
yet very little is being done," says Jan Dir-,
Plain, director of the NCA's Office on
Women.

The problem of women alcoholics
is being brought to the forefront at the
National Women's Conference in.the form
of a grassroots effort by lobbyists from
across the United States:

Wearing t-shirts and buttons reading
"Alcoholism is a Women's Issue," the
lobbyists are attempting to point out the
discrepancies in treatment for women
alcoholics,

The t-shirts - and buttons are spon-
sored by the NCA and the Women's Al-
coholism Treatment Center of Los Angeles,
with major funding from the National In-
stitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
an offshoot of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

"The NIAAA has a budget of $168
million," says DuPlain, "yet, of that
amount, only four to five per cent goes to
treatment for women. The discrepancy is
obvious."

Additional discrepancies cited
include:

Of 584 NIAAA-funded treatment
programs, only 17 are geared to women.

Of 600 halfway houses in the United
States, only 30 are for women. Of those
30, only eight include child care com-
ponents.

Appropriate vocational rehabilitation
:_ "'- .L __
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"Secondly, alcoholism among wom-
en is especially lethal because children are
so often involved," -she says. "I listen to
tile statistics: one out of 10 people in the
general population becomes an alcoholic.
But if one parent is an alcoholic, the child's
chances of having the disease increase to'
one in four. And if both parents are alco-
holics, the chances increase to one out of
two, or 50 per cent. The statistics are
staggering.

"And a third problem unique to
women is this: if a man becomes an alco-
holic, nine times out of 10, his wife will
stay with him. Yet when a woman be-
comes an alcoholic, there's only one
chance in 10 that her husband will stay
with her."

Phyllis Reilly, director of. 'the Divi-
sion of Alcoholism for the state of New
Jersey, says, "Since women with drink-
ing problems often stay home, they stay
sick longer. They frequently become al-
coholic after a personal crisis, such as the
death of a child, divorce, menopause or
anything that causes stress. Yet women
are the invisible alcoholics. Their disease
is not recognized, and therefore it is
not treated."

Reilly says women seeking treat-
ment respond best when counseled in
groups of' other women. "In mixed so-
called co-ed treatment groups, the wom-
en fall back into nurturing roles. As a
result, they help the men in the groups
and don't see to it that their own needs
are met."

McDonald says women alcoholics are
victims of an additional problem because
a moral stigma is attached, possibly be-
cause of their role as mothers. "Then the
stigma feeds the disease, since women
don't want to admit to being unable to
cope with motherhood. A double bind re-
sults, with the woinan drinking to lessen
the burdens of motherhood and wifehood,
then failing to admit to alcoholism because
of those very roles which caused it, or con-
tributed to it."

BETSY SIEGAL

MEET THE DELEGATES
Mississippi Style

I

Billy and Norma Temple and Mark
Godbold drove for 17 hours to get to
Houston from their home in Jackson,
Miss., arriving here on Friday morning. All
three are delegates to the conference from
Mississippi.

When asked why she was a delegate,
Norma Temple replied, "Because I believe
they (feminists) are asking for rights which
will hinder, not help, women. It will cause
reverse discrimination against' men."

She also felt that there are many
inequities in the women's movement cit-
ing as an example, "They want marriage
licenses for homosexuals and. at the same

regationist, although they managed- to elect
an all-white delegationIn a state that is
37 per cent Black.

When asked about the Klan connec-
tion, Billy Temple insisted that very few of
the participants at the state level knew
each other beforehand. So they did not
know until the voting was over that they
had elected one Black woman and one
Klan member's wife.

"We only found out about the state
convention one week before it was sched-
uled," said Mrs. Temple. "We found out
through our churches. Most of the Blacks
who were there were .invited hv the nro-
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·e anti- million," says DuPlain, "yet, of that

amount only four to five per cent goes to
treatme~t for women. The discrepancy is
obvious."

Additional discrepancies cited
include:

Of 584 NIAAA-funded treatment
programs, only i7 are geared to women.

Of 600 halfway houses in the United
States, only 30 are for women. Of those
30, only eight include child care com-
ponents.

Appropriate vocational rehabilitation
in treatment facilities are almost non-
existent.

Therapy by and for women is in-
adequate.

How is alcoholism among women
unique? Nancy McDonald, head of a task
force for women alcoholics in deep East
Texas says, "Women alcoholics have many
unique problems. For one, alcoholism
among women is harder to diagnose be-
cause women stay in their homes and are
protected by their husbands and their \
doctors-who often treat the symptoms
instead' of the disease, 'and consequently
help women become doubly addicted, both
to alcohol and to pills to 'calm' their
nerves.

".un-:-[T"'Y"'JTeCp~o:ne-'Ill"" 111 cHe-group" Billy and Norma Temple and Mark
and don't see to it that their own needs Godbold drove for 17 hours to get to
are met." Houston from their home in Jackson,

McDonald says women alcoholics are Miss., arriving here on Friday morning. All
victims of an additional problem because three are delegates to the conference from
a moral stigma is attached, possibly be- Mississippi. '
cause of their role as mothers. "Then the . When asked why she was a delegate,
stigma feeds the disease, .since women Norma Temple replied, "Because I believe
don't want to admit to being unable to they (feminists) are asking for rights which
cope with motherhood. A double bind re- will hinder, not help, women. It will cause
sults, with the woman drinking t? lessen reverse discrimination against"men."
the burdens of motherhood and WIfehood, She also felt that there are many
then failing to admit to alcoholism because inequities in the women's movement cit-
of those very roles which caused it, or con- ing as an example, "They want marriage
tributed to it." licenses for homosexuals and at the same

h li . ff \ time they're tearing down the family."McDonald says alco 0 sm a ects a
person's self-esteem; which in a woman is
often tied up with her children. "If she
should submit to treatment in existing pro-
grams, her children would be taken from
her and with them her last vestige of self-
est~em. It's Catch 22."

McDonald says alcoholism is a family
disease and therefore treatment should
involve the entire family.

DuPlain says the main theme of the
lobbying in Houston revolves around one
vital point-"Alcoholism is a curable di-
sease. There's no reason in the world why
a woman in. the twentieth century should
die from it."

Her husband, a large windbreaker-
clad man, took up where-his soft-spoken
wife left off. "They're making a mockery
out of our justice system. We already
have laws-I don't know who they're try-
ing to fool.

"They're not having any effect on
middle-class women, but they're promis-
ing the poor and underprivileged a gravy
train." He hastened to deny that the wom-
en's rights movement had anything to do
with civil rights or that the antis were seg-

regat iorust, although they managed-t~ el~ct $ 2! •
an all-white delegation in a state that is
37 per cent Black.

When asked about the Klan connec-
tion, Billy Temple insisted that very few of
the participants at the state level knew
each other beforehand. So they did not
know until the voting was over that they
had elected one Black woman and one
Klan member's wife.

"We only found out about the state
convention one week before it was sched-
uled," said Mrs. Temple. "We found out
through our churches. Most of the Blacks
who were there were invited by the pro-
ERA people." The convention held at
Jackson was approximately 10 per cent
Black.

Asked about the one Black delegate,
Norma Temple described her .as a "conser-
vative, professing Christian like the rest of
us. We heard there would be trouble for
her afterwards from the pro-ERA people
so we stuck around. We were in fear for
her safety.

"Sure enough they cornered her. She
has admitted she was threatened by them
(pro-ERA people). Then she resigned.

"We didn't hear from her again."

IN APPRECIATION OF JUSTA FEW OF THE WOMEN
WHOHA VE HAD A DEEP PERSONAL IMPACT ON OUR DEVELOPMENt.

IF YOU COUW KNOW THEM AS WEHA VE ,
YOUR LIVES WOUW BE GREATLY ENRICHED.

Support Human Rights For All People
Without Regard To Sexual Preference.

Join the .

National GayT~sk Force
America's Largest Gay Civil Rights Organization

•o Charge it on Master Charge
Card * _

Zip

-' Visit NGTF's exhibit, No. 525-527, Albert Thomas Hall
, "Keep the Agenda Moving-Let All IssuesBe Heard"~-------------------National Gay Task Force, Rm. 506, 80 Fifth Ave.

New York, N.V. 10011, Tel. (212) 741-1010
Yes. I would like to join NGTF. Enclosed is my contribution for:

o $15 Basic Member 0 $500 Sponsoring Member

D $25 Contributing Member 0. $1000 Lifetime Member Interbank * _
o $50 Sustaining Member 0 $25 Household Member (for two) Expiration Date _

o $100 Supporting Member 0 $5 .Limited Income Member Signature __ -----

I understand that I will receive the NGTF newsletter, IT'S TIME, with my membership.

o Please keep my name and mailing confidential. ' /
Name .•.. __ ... .. . .. _.. Address _

City __ ~ ~ ..•• .• -( .. .State . _

- - -.< .-.- •
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AWidelY circulated feminist poster reproduces a scarifying police photograph: a
woman, dead of a botched illegal abortion, lies naked and bloody in an empty room. For
a time it seemed that that image was fading, that it might actually pass into history. Now,
abruptly, it is as vivid as ever. On June 20, 1977, six white male Supreme Court justices
decided that Connecticut and Pennsylvania need not pay for elective abortions with state
Medicaid funds and that the city of St. Louis need not provide such operations in its pub-
lic hospitals. The state still owns our bodies-unless we can afford ransom.

It is a bitter shock to wake up and find yourself losing a battle you thought you
had largely won-especially
when you had fought so
hard and won so much in
such a short time. In 1969,
when feminists began mak-
ing militant public demands
for repeal of the abortion
laws, abortion was illegal,
except in special circum-
stances, in every state. Legi-
slative debate on "abortion
reform" was mainly. con-
fined to the issue of wheth-
er women who were sick or
crazy or had been raped by
their fathers deserved to be
excused from forced child-
bearing. By 1970 the poli-
tical climate had changed
drastically. New York,
which had resisted the most
minimal "reforms," passed
the most liberal law in the
country: it permitted abor-
tion for any reason during
the first 24 weeks of preg-
nancy. In 1973-after three
more years of feminist
demonstrations, speakouts,
lobbying campaigns and
lawsuits-the United States
Supreme Court ruled that
laws prohibiting abortion
during the first six months
of pregnancy violated wom-
en's constitutional right to
privacy.

The Supreme Court's de-
cision was by, no "means a
total victory. It did not in-
validate all abortion laws,
and it specifically rejected
the feminist contention that
a woman has an absolute
right to decide whether or
not to bear a child. Anti"
abortionists quickly moved
to test the limits of the de-
cision by pushing for a

one point abortion was illegal, and then it wasn't."
Last year Congress passed the Hyde Amendment, which cut off federal Medicaid

funds for abortion except to save the woman's life. Opponents of the amendment filed
suit, and Federal District Judge John F. Dooling issued an injunction staying its enforce-
ment. Defenders of abortion rights were also contesting the Connecticut, Pennsylvania
and St. Louis regulations. Feminists and civil libertarians assumed that the Supreme Court
would declare all these restr,ictions unconstitutional. -

But another major political shift was taking place. Since Nixon's 1972 landslide, the
government's rightward
drift had been gaining
alarming momentum. Wide-
spread unemployment and
massive cutbacks in social-
welfare spending were hav-
ing a particularly severe im-
pact on women and minori-
ties. At the same time, the
fundamentalist right was
mounting its defense of the
patriarchal family against
abortion, homosexuality
and the Equal Rights
Amendment. Jimmy Carter
was continuing Nixon-
Ford's economic policies
while encouraging the sex-
ual backlash with his oppo-
sition to abortion, his em-
phasis on traditional family
virtues and his unctuous
Christian piety. In the face
of this dual reactionary as-
sault, the women's move-
ment-like the black move-
ment and the left generally
-was in retreat. The ERA,
a broadly popular (and
scarcely radical) measure,
was in deep trouble; the
anti-abortion movement was
looking less and less like a
futile rear guard. Given this
ominous atmosphere and
the basic conservatism of
the Nixon Court, the June
20 rulings should have been
no surprise. .

And so, in 1977, for
women without money it is
1969 again. The fact that
the state is forbidden to in-
terfere directly with a wom-
an's right to end her preg-
nancy does not, in the Su-
preme Court's view, invali-
date state policies that ef-
fectively prevent many

By Ellen Willis
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of pregnancy violated wom-
en's constitutional right to
privacy.

The Supreme Court's de-
cision was by no means a
total victory. It did not in-
validate all abortion laws,
and it specifically rejected
the feminist contention that
a woman has an absolute
right to decide whether or
not to bear a child. Anti-
abortionists quickly moved
to test the limits of the de-
cision by pushing for a
whole new set of abortion
statutes requiring a hus-
band's or parent's consent,
forbidding the use of public
funds for abortions, permit-
ting hospitals and medical
personnel to refuse on mor-
al grounds to provide or per-
form them and so on. Some
states have passed blatantly
unconstitutional laws (like
Louisiana's law making
abortion a capital crime). In
other communities public
officials have simply ignored
the decision, and social and
political pressure has en-
sured that abortion remains
unavailable, or available on-
ly at an exorbitant price.
For all too many women
who cannot afford to go to
a private doctor or travel to
a liberal state, the right to
safe, legal abortion has
never been more than theo-
retical.

Still, the decision led to
what proved a disastrous
complacency. Once middle-
class women could get abor-
tions, feminists found it dif-
ficult to generate the energy
needed to keep pressing
their original demand-repeal of all abortion laws. It was even harder to maintain a sense
of urgency about defending what had been won. The conservative resistance-including
the campaign, instigated and largely financed by the Catholic Church, to pass an anti-
abortion constitutional amendment-seemed a futile rear-guard action. Legal abortion was
popular; polls showed that a majority of people supported it (including a substantial per-
centage of Catholics). If many women concluded that the struggle was over, others for-
got-or never knew-that there had even been a struggle. "I only had a vague idea that
there was a pro-abortion movement," a woman I know said recently. "I just knew that at
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ominous atmosphere and
the basic conservatism of
the Nixon Court, the June
20 rulings should have been
no surprise. .

And so, in 1977, for
women without money it is
1969 again. The fact that
the state is forbidden to in-
terfere directly with a wom-
an's right to end her preg-
nancy does not, in the Su-
preme Court's view, invali-
date state policies that ef-
fectively prevent many
women from exercising that
right. After June 20, the
Court directed Judge Dool-
ing to reconsider his injunc-
tion against the Hyde
Amendment. In light of the
Court's new rulings, Dooling
lifted the injunction, ensur-
ing that until October 1, the
end of the fiscal year (the
Amendment was part of an
annual appropriations bill),
poor women would not be
able to get abortions except.
in states like New York,
where the state government
had agreed (for the time be-
ing) to make up the differ-
ence. The House and Senate
have passed two versions of
a new bill outlawing federal
Medicaid funds for virtually
all abortions; at the time
this article went to press,
reconciliation of the bills
and final passage were ex-
pected shortly. It is unlikely
that many states will follow
New York's example. The
trend is exactly the oppo-
site; over 20 states have al-
ready passed laws author-
izing a cutoff of state funds
for abortions. The anti-abor-

tion lobby can be expected· to press for similar bans in every state.
We are facing a social crisis. Last year -:300,000 legal abortions-one-third of the

total-were financed by Medicaid; one-third of the recipients of Medicaid abortions were
teenagers. The cutoffs will affect not only the indigent but all women who cannot man-
age on short notice to scrape up the $1 SO to $300 fee Jor an early abortion (late abor-
tions are of course much more expensive). Economically dependent women who for
whatever reason cannot tell parents or husbands they need an abortion are particularly
vulnerable.
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In addition to burdening thousands
of women with unwanted babies and driv-
ing thousands of others to dangerous hacks
or attempts at self-abortion, the ban on'
free abortions is likely to aggravate the
problem of sterilization abuse-that is, the
practice of sterilizing women (generally
poor minority women) without adequate
safeguards to assure their informed con-
sent, and often through outright intimi-
dation or fraud. Horror stories abound;
women have been lied to about the nature
or permanence of the operation or threat-
ened with the loss of welfare payments if
-they did not agree; Spanish-speaking wom-
en may feel compelled, for economic rea-
sons, to resort to this irreversible alterna-
tive (which will still be financed by the
state).

The Supreme Court's casuistic dis-
tinction between forbidding abortions and
making them unavailable moved dissenting
justices to quote, "let them eat cake," ~nd
Anatole France's observation that "the
law, in its majestic equality, forbids both
the rich and the poor to sleep under
bridges." The allusions apply equally well
to Jimmy Carter's bland defense of the
Court's reasoning: "Well, as you know
there are many things in ,life that are not
fair, that wealthy people can afford and
poor people can't. But I don't believe that
the federal government should take action
to try to make these-opportunities exactly
equal, particularly when there is a moral
factor involved." Yet this is no routine
case of class bias; the Court's argument
and Carter's response are not only chilling
but thoroughly disingenuous. The purpose
of the Medicaid abortion ban is not to re-
duce aid to the poor-on the contrary,
abortion is far less costly than childbirth,
-let alone welfare for an indigent mother
and her child-but to prevent abortions.
Poor women are only the most convenient
immediate victims of an attack aimed at
women in general. But by posing the issue
in terms of rich against poor, the govern-
ment can exploit antipoor, antiblack, anti-
welfare' sentiment while lulling middle-
class women into believing their own abor-
tion rights are safe; the result is to confuse
and divide the pro-abortion majority.
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Thurgood Marshall's dissent goes
straight to the point: "Since efforts to
overturn (the Court's 1973) decisions have
been unsuccessful, the opponents of abor- ,-
tion have attempted every imaginable
means to circumvent the Constitution and
impose their moral choices upon the rest
of society ... I fear that the Court's de-
cisions will be an invitation to public offi-
cials to approve more such restrictions."
Another dissenting justice; William Bren-
nan, points out that in a number of pre-
vious cases the Court explicitly rejected the
notion that the state may do anything
short of direct prohibition to inhibit the
exercise of a constitutional right. That the
June 20 decisions are no more and no less
than a political capitulation to the anti-
abortion movement' is clear from the
Court's assertion that states are not obliged
to "undercut" their _ "unquestionably
strong and legitimate interest in encourag-
ing (i.e. coercing) normal childbirth." Car-
ter's statement is even Jess subtle; what it
amounts to is: .abortion is immoral. At the
moment I can't find an excuse to impose
this view on the wealthy (life is unfair) ..
But at least I can impose it on the poor.

The anti-abortionists would be de-
lighted to even things up. In August, Arch-
bishop Joseph L. Bernardin, president of
the National Conference of Catholic Bish-
ops, called for an intensified drive to elimi-
nate "the evil practice" of abortion. (He
also denounced federally financed birth
control programs as "unacceptable govern-
mental intrusion into family life.") So far,
the campaign for a constitutional amend-
ment banning abortion has failed in Con-
gress. But 11 state legislatures (out of 34
needed) have voted to call for a constitu-
tional convention to pass an anti-abortion
amendment. If the campaign succeeds,
women will be far worse off than they
were in 1969. Reproductive slavery will be
enshrined as a basic principle of our legal
.system. It can happen here.

Frrst in a two-part series.

This is an edited version of a larger
piece that appeared in Rolling Stone,
November 3, 1977.

We'll work together
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CREATIVE SPEECH INTERESTS, INC. ,
A FIRM OF COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS !
PRE-PACKAGED SEMINARS AND PROGRAMS •,,,,,,,

I,

• Who am I?
'. Communication Power!
• Wielding the Gavel
• Are You Listening?
• 'Woman Aware
• The Assertive Woman

• Breaking the Sound Barrier
• Closing the Generation Gap
• This Meeting Is Now Called to Order
• Effective Oral Communication
• The Silent Communicators
• Sparkling Speech

CUSTOM DESIGNED WORKSHOPS • SPEAKERS BUREAU
PRIVATE LESSONS. SPEECHWRITING AND EDITING

MARTHA J. HAUN. PH.D.
CHIEF TELLER-IWY

DOLORES POWELL
SPEECH THERAPIST

713-729,-6767
11501 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE W HOUSTON, TEXAS 71035

To contact us during the convention leave a messageat the BREAKTHROUGH/MS Booth.~------------~-------~
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amendment. If the campaign succeeds,
women will be far worse off than they
were in 1969. Reproductive slavery will be
enshrined as a basic principle of our legal
.systern. It can happen here.

FIrst in a two-part series.

1his is an edited version of a larger
piece that appeared in Rolling Stone,
November 3, 1977.

We'll work together
for a woman's righ;t to choose

a safe and legal abortion.

National Abortion'" . . ,

\ Rights Action
League

NARAL is in Houston!

- -- - - - - - -

Phone

I want to work for woman's right to
choose. Enclosed is my NARAL member-
ship contribution for:

Mail to NARAL
706 7th St SE
Washington, DC 20003

Sponsor
Sustaining/

organization
Regular
Additional

_$100and up Name

Address-$30
_$15-make checks payable to NARAL

"

~ MARTHA J. HAUN. PH.D. DOLORES POWELL
• CHIEF TELLER-IWY SPEECH THERAPIST

, 713-729,-6767'
, 11501 CHIMNEY ROCK, SUITE W HOUSTON, TEXAS 77035 ,
, To contact USduring the convention leave a message at the \3REAKTHROUGH/MS Booth. .,~~~-~-~~~-~~~~--~----~.:
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a new book of poetry
by Carol Morizot

Illustrated by
Aravinda Chakravarti

Available at major bookstores in Austin and
Houston. Ask for it at your local bookstore or

order from harold house
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Its been a long, long·Rhodes
By Molly Tyson

When British philanthropist Cecil
Rhodes created the scholarship that bears
his name, his will specified that "students
chosen shall not be merely bookworms."
He did not specify that they be male,
though from 1902 to 1976 they were. This
year, however, the selection committee
broke with the tradition that has sent sev-
eral generations of. lettermen-scholars to
Oxford by awarding 13 of their 32 U.S.
scholarships to women. Two of them
turned out to be former roommates 'from
Harvard, and neither of them turned out to
be a bookworm.

The roommates who were reunited
aboard the Queen Elizabeth II as it set sail
for England in September were Lissa
Muscatine, the skier-scholar daughter of a
progressive Berkeley English professor, and
.Denise ThaI, an economics major. with
minors in touch football, crew, tennis,
basketball, skiing and' squash. Neither Thal
(class of '77) nor Muscatine ('76) knew
that the other had applied for the Rhodes
Scholarship, but they had been linked by
coincidence so many times that one more
hardly seemed surprising.

For starters, they both went to
Berkeley High, though That's school
(spelled Berkley) was in Michigan, while
Muscatine's was ip. California. They discov-
ered this coincidence on the Harvard tennis
courts when Denise showed up for tennis
team tryouts wearing her high school

'sweatshirt. "Lissa came running over and
said, 'Did you go to Berkeley?' I said I
did, but I didn't remember her," Thai re-
calls, "She hadn't noticed the spelling'
was different."

Muscatine, the Californian, was play-
ing first singles on the Harvard team until
Thai came along that day in 1973. The
freshman took over the top position, but
as first doubles team they became fast

. ~~. LlSSA MUSCATINE and DENISE THAL

Molly Tyson is associate editor at women-
Sports Magazine where this article' first
appeared. It is reprinted by permission
from womenSports, September 1977.

(though neither had played competitively
before), and varsity tennis and 1M crew in
the spring. In the summer they taught
tennis at a camp in New Hampshire. On
winter weekends they made a beeline for
the slopes. "The first time I skied with
Lissa," said ThaI, "it had quite an impact
on what I thought were my own abilities."

Although studying didn't start for
the duo until sundown, it didn't seem to
have an adverse effect on their grade-point
averages; both Muscatine and Thal were A-
minus students who graduated magna cum
laude. On the. contrary, Muscatine con-
sidered sports a safety valve on the pressure
cooker of academia. "So much of school
was mental this and memorize that, that
sports was an important outlet. I came to
need the release." .

By the time Muscatine graduated in
1976, the basketball team had shaped up
into a .Division II power and the tennis
team was enjoying an undefeated season,
except for one loss to Yale. It was a far
cry from the tennis team she joined as a
freshman. "It was ridiculous," the former
team-captain recalls. "We didn't even have
a coach until two days before the first
practice." Her first clue to the status of
women's sports at Harvard was when old
swim team sweatshirts were passed out as
warm-up "uniforms" for the tennis team.
The second clue was when the coach tried
to establish the team ladder based on one
day's practice. As captain, Muscatine

!::I fought for adequate funding and was ap-
~ pointed to the Faculty Standing Com-
~ mittee on Athletics, one of three women
~ and the only undergraduate chosen. When
~ friendly persuasion by committee failed,
o she and Thal resorted to less subtle tactics.

Realizing that the women's basketball
coach didn't take competition as seriously
as the team did, Muscatine led the upper-
,..1_.,..oO .•.•.•'-"_~ .•••'EI ,1IIo ••..• "lo ,l['-*·1I11.:...,.'1'1t- +h<'llf .•..oC'tl1+orl ~n
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(spelled Berkley) was in Michigan, while
Muscatine's was in California. They discov-
ered this coincidence on the Harvard tennis
courts when Denise showed up for tennis
team tryouts wearing her high school

. sweatshirt. "Lissa came running over and
said, 'Did you go to Berkeley?' I said I
did, but I didn't remember her," Thal re-
calls, "She hadn't noticed the spelling'
was different."

Muscatine, the Californian, was play-
ing first singles on the Harvard team until
ThaI came along that day in 1973. The
freshman took over the top position, but
as first doubles team they became fast
friends and co-conspirators in a cause that
would help bring funds and fanfare to fashionable Frye boots. Thal, a more sober- .
women's sports at Harvard. sided economics major, who chose tax

Because of the Berkeley High coin- rates and bonding as the subject of her
cidence, the Rhodes Scholarship coinci- senior thesis, preferred jock chic and went
dence and the. fact that they became room- in for t-shirts and tennis shoes, both on and
mates and teammates in four sports, Thal off the court. . .
and Muscatine might seem to be as irre- . "Everybody thinks we're exactly
vocably .linked as Siamese twins. Actually, alike," says Muscatine .. "But we're extra-'

. they have very little in common besides . ordinarily different. Denise is always in
better-than-average IQs. Lissa Mu·scatine,. control, analytical. I'm less controlled. It
an American history major and the flashier shows when we play tennis. Denise always
of the two, made the Cambridge scene plays well, even if she doesn't win. She has
decked out in a wide-brimmed felt hat the cleanest strokes. I may hit it all over
(pulled rakishly low over one eye) and· the court, but I might make a great .shot

that way, too. We were always under a lot
of pressure to be alike, to the point that
some friction developed between us when
everybody found out. about the Rhodes.
Since then we've talked about it to
straighten it out."

Following their tennis-court intro-
duction, Thal and Muscatine became room-
mates at Winthrop House, which co.uld
account for that dorm's absolute domina-
tion of intramural competition, and played
at least one sport every season. It was var-
sity tennis and 1M touch football in the
fall, varsity basketball in the winter

LISSA MUSCATINE and DENISE THAL

women's sports at Harvard was when old
swim team sweatshirts were passed out as
warm-up "uniforms" for the tennis team.
The second clue was when the coach tried
to establish the team ladder based on one
day's practice. As captain, Muscatine

~ fought for adequate funding and was ap-
~ pointed to the Faculty Standing Com-
~ mittee on Athletics, one of three women
~ and the only undergraduate chosen. When
~ friendly persuasion by committee failed,
~ she and Thal resorted to less subtle tactics.

Realizing that the women's basketball
coach didn't take competition as seriously
as the team did, Muscatine led the UPPer-
classwomen in a walkout that resulted in
the coach's replacement.

Coverage, or lack of it, in the school
newspaper inspired similar demonstrations.
"At first we had to march into the Crimson
to get coverage," says Thal, "but by the
end, the administration and the student
body had a change of heart." Adds Musca-
tine, "Title IX didn't hurt, either."

Now 23; Muscatine claims to have
been a tomboy since she was 10. "I never
went anywhere ..without my baseball mitt.
And my- parents supported me. If" I had
wanted to be a hippie my whole life, that
was my decision. They+never imposed

The national, nonprofit organization that helps women choose, launch and
advance their careers by providing: Mike Noblet for

* Information and library service
* Network of 150 counseling

centers nationwide

* SO Career publications for women
* Resume preparation manual

Visit us at Booth 222 ER~I
\

Write or call for free list of publications

Catalyst
14 East 60th Street
New York, N.Y. 1002i (212) 759-9700 MICHAEL W. NOBLET, 632 E. 12th, Houston, TX
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con ference.
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Continued from page 19
cipating the second half of our lives freed
of many of the worries and responsibilities
that went with our younger years: the de-
pendency of our children, the anxieties
(recently discarded with joy) of wanting
to please everybody.

- Old is knowing what's precious,
savoring what's important. Old is being
gutsy enough to ask questions without fear
of appearing stupid (knowing that the es-
sence of stupidity is to not ask for fear of
appearing stupid) not to waste time with
inconsequentia, yet caring enough to spend
time on things that might to a younger per-
son appear inconsequential. It's knowing
the consequences of using others and of al-

.lowing oneself to be used. It's not being
too hard and not being toosoft. It's having
seen it all but knowing there's more to
come. Maybe it's having less to lose and
therefore being less reluctant to risk it all.

To lie about your age is to prejudge
yourself and everyone who looks old or
who indeed is old. It is to forget the person
and remember only the label: "old." That's
what we-used to do when we remembered

only religion and made such remarks as. stricted, dependent, intractable, difficult,
"a, Catholic could never be elected Presi- childlike place, gave you new freedoms,
dent." That's what we used to do when we rights and responsibilities, you might de-
kept blacks out of universities and women cide that being old is, as Alex Comfort put
out' of executive suites. We forgot about it, a good age after all.
persons and saw labels instead. Only "ex- . There's only one way that will hap-
ceptional" persons managed to overcome pen. All of us over 40 can learn from the
the self-fulfilling prophecies about people civil-rights and women's movements. We
who bore those labels. can, like the gays, come out of the closet,

But there are some unique charac- acknowledge our, age, and then set about
teristics of the label "old." No one's born :making society's institutions, especially
with it. There are no adoring mothers whis- government, responsive to our needs. Only
pering through a lifetime; "You're okay. by sophisticated politicization can we af-
You can do anything! Go out and show firm our label and at the same time escape
'em!" Instead, there is a lifetime of expo- it. Old people who are having fun and en-
sure to the myths about old age. Older per- joying their lives say almost without excep-
sons who don't fit the myth-people such tion that they no longer think of them-
as Arthur Fiedler, Leon Jaworski, Georgia selves in terms of age. Nor do their friends.
O'Keeffe, Bob Hope, Rose Kennedy, Mar- They've escaped their label as surely as
garet Mead, Benjamin Spock and Helen Streisand has escaped her nose. Yet every-
Hayes-are rarely taken as role models. In- one still knows it's there.
stead, society continues to look at them as Let's make "old" a label to be proud
"exceptional"-people making the best of a of. Ageing people of America, unite! You
bad situation, doing with a "bad" age what have nothing to lose but vour age.
Barbra Streisand did with a "bad" nose. I wrote this because what's impor-

If being old, instead of putting you tant about me and to me is not my age.
in that powerless, unemployable, re- But for your information, I'm 52. I am a

woman. My many roles include, in no par-
ticular order, being a mother, wife, daugh-
ter, writer, editor and friend.

During the past 8 to 10 years, many
people to whom I have told my age have
said, "But you don't look 52" -or 50, or
whatever I was at the time. That's consid-
ered a compliment in this society, which
worships youth and denigrates age. For a
long time I was vaguely distressed every
time I heard this so-called compliment. I
found it hard to conceptualize in my own
mind-let alone tell the person-why it
bothered me. But it did.

Then one day it came to me: If I
don't look or act (another "compliment")
52, how exactly is a 52-year-old woman
supposed to look and act? Why is looking
and acting your age-when that age hap-
pens to be over 40 or 50 or 60-such an in-
sult (opposite of compliment, right)? And
why should I feel so damned good about
not looking 52 (or 62 or 72) when, first,
I'm bound to look that way eventually,
and second, when I do, I don't want to be
excluded from anything? Get it?

..,

By Kay Mi

Reprinted a
1977, by
News Servid

Continued from page 34

standards; they just demonstrated them."
Lissa, who tagged along on her father's
sabbaticals to Paris, Rome and Geneva, was
sampling Swiss ski slopes while her friends
back home were skateboarding down Tele-
graph Avenue. At 14 she won the Swiss
Gold Medal, the highest award given to a
private citizen, for skiing in 10 kinds of
deep powder. "I taught skiing in California
and played tennis in the Berkeley com-
munity," she says. "But I didn't do either
competitively. I guess I always liked to do
things on an intram ural level. "

On this point, the two Rhodes di-
verged. Competitive sports were so impor-
tant to Denise Thal that as a high school

7

junior she wrote to her state senator de-
manding the right to tryout for the boys'
tennis team at Berkley High. It was in the
spring of 1972, two months before the
passage of Title IX, and her school had no
girls' team. Denise went to court and won
the landmark case, becoming the first girl
in Michigan high school history to play on
a boys' team. She played third singles.
"My high school didn't have anything for
girls back then," says ThaI. "Now they
have a pool and a sports complex, and it's
completely different. I wish the decision
had come earlier." But it's not the pool or
the sports complex that triggers this la-
ment. "I would have loved to play' Little
League," says ThaI.

Despite their frequent forays into the

politics of athletic administration, sports
was less a cause than an addiction with
them. "Sports is the main thing in my
life," says ThaI. Muscatine agrees: "My
body goes absolutely berserk without exer-
cise. If I don't run four miles a day, or do
something else, my body won't tolerate it.'

Muscatine graduated in 1976, was
awarded the Radcliffe Alumna Athletic
Award for her fight to push through
changes at Harvard and left Cambridge for
Greenville, Mississippi, where she worked
for the civil rights-minded Delta Democrat-
Times. Though she insisted she (lid not go
south for scholarly pursuits, there was a
natural tie-in between her employment
and her summa history thesis, which was
based on 2,200 interviews with Civil War
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slaves. Her thesis traced the development
of the black family in slavery, with special
attention paid' to the role of women in
the family and the effect of that develop-
ment on present cultural patterns.

When she wasn't pounding out
stories for the Delta Democrat-Times, Mus-
catine stayed in shape playing tennis and
jogging. Meanwhile, back in Cambridge,
Thal had dropped off. the basketball team
to give more time to her own senior thesis
but continued as top singles player for the
tennis team. In November she wrote to
Muscatine apologizing for not writing more
often. It seems she'd been too busy apply-

.ing for a Rhodes Scholarship to write.
Needless to say, Muscatine knew the
feeling.
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On this point, the two Rhodes di- ment. "I would have loved to play Little natural tie-in between her employment
verged. Competitive sports were so impor- League," says ThaI. and her summa history thesis, which was
tant to Denise Thai that as a high school Despite their frequent ~orays into the based on 2,200 interviews with Civil War
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ing for a Rhodes Scholarship to write.
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Japanese women are apparently as elated and pleased by The tin« Report as many
American women. Only two weeks after a quiet publication June 10, The Hite Report
jumped onto the Japanese bestseller list where it has remained. Shere Hite was invited by
the publisher to visit Japan during the first week of July, where she was enthusiastically
greeted by women's groups, and was interviewed by many women's magazines and other
news media, including the highly regarded Asahi Shimbun. The reaction of every single
women's magazine-from those catering to the conservative housewife to working woman
to radical feminist-has been positive, echoing- many U.S. women's sentiments: "It's
about time!" The feeling was that women had known these things in private all along, but
it was a relief to see them in ptint and know other women felt the same. Many Japanese
women registered surprise that American women would need to fake orgasms, too; they
had had the impression that American women would feel totally "free" and "liberated"
to do anything they wanted-that they would never feel shy or inhibited. It was reassur-
ing to Japanese women to find that many of these orobh~ms are shared. The Japanese

~_I~~~ __ .~J~

~

word for "masturbation" applies only to men-i.e., it translates literally "1,000 strokes."
Therefore, many Japanese women, as children, did not feel ashamed of masturbating;
they did not know that was what they were doing! The original Japanese character for
"orgasm" meant literally "ejaculation." In other words, there was no word for female
orgasm. Japanese women now have a lot to say about these "oversights." And in a
country where even handshaking is not customary, -many women also wanted more time
enjoying physical affection and touching, without strict "1, 2, 3 intercourse"-which,
incidentally, ends with male orgasm 'in Japan, too. (The Hite Report will be published this
fall in eight countries in Western Europe, plus Israel. It was published in Spain in July-
almost as interesting as the Japanese publication, since books of this nature have not
previously been seen in Spain. The Spanish publisher, Plaza y Janes, has printed a large
number of copies, and plans an extensive advertising campaign. Our Bodies, Our Selves
is also being published there for the first time this month.), ,\
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country-'where-even nandsnaI{ingis not' customary, -many women also wanted more time
enjoying physical affection and touching, without strict "1, 2, 3 intercourse"-which,
incidentally, ends with male orgasm in Japan, too. (The Hite Report will be published this
fall in eight countries in Western Europe, plus Israel. It was published in Spain in July-
almost as interesting as the Japanese publication, since books of this nature have not
previously been seen in Spain. The Spanish publisher, Plaza y Janes, has printed a large
number of copies, and plans an extensive advertising campaign. Our Bodies, Our Selves
is also being published there for the first time this month.)
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Houston Area Feminist
Federal Credit Union

WhyHAFFCU?
Even for the vast majority of us who take our financial obligations. seriously,
balancing a budget isn't easy. Just when you think you've found the answer,
inflation takes anotherbite out of your paycheck. And everything starts
costing more. Putting the kids through school. Food. Clothes. A better
home. Or even new appliances. Sometimes it makes you wonder if you ever

, can get ahead. No matter how hard you try.
Take an opportunity, not a chance.
Fortunately, there i~ someone you can turn to for help. Your Credit Union.
Our business is helping people get more out of their money. We can help you
save. Help you borrow. And, if you like, we can even show you how to avoid
future money problems by suggesting practical strategies that really work.
We play it straight.
V>omany organizations try to use personal financial counseling as a way to
sell other services. A consolidation loan. A fee. A gimmicky savings
account. Your credit union doesn't operate that way. Our financial
counseling is free to each member. No strings attached.
We'n keep it confidential too.
Your business is nobody else's business. We don't gossip. Or send your name
to anybody. Or turn you over to somebody who charges you for their help.
We believe in being private. Practical, professional counseling. It's free for
the asking at your credit union.

Dtscover your credit union. ft~e.redoing more for you.

2418Travis • Houston, 'Iexas 77006 • 527-9108 .
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